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TREFACE

In one sense, work on the present report began years ago when

one of the authots (Eve.rett. Rogers) was employed as a state Exten-

sion specialist., a researcher in an Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, and an administrator in a state Agricultural Extension Ser-
.

vice; Rogers' early research (in,-the,1950's and early 1960's)

centered on .the diffusion of agricultural innovations to farmers

iff Iowa and Ohio, and especially on the role of Extensiciri-Tervice

personnel in this process.. The present.report reflects this close

personal acquaintance with the agricultural extension model.

Two agencies in the U,S. Department of'Health, Education and

`Welfare (DHEW) initiated pilot. projects in-the late 1960's and

early 1970's in which they tried out an adaptation of the agiicul:-

tural extension model. One agency is the Social and Rehabilitation

Service (SRS), which in 1969 launched a pilo,t project inwhAch nine

research utilization specialists were employed to assist SRS of-

ficials in putting research-based innovations into practice. A

sister DHEW agency, the U.S. Office of Education (OE), launched a

parallel pilot program of educational extension agents in 1970.

Dr. Rogers was a consultant to both the SRS and '0E pilot plojects,

as thy attempted to adapt the agricultural extension model, ,and

extend it into these new applications.

During the same period, J.D, Eveland w.as a program analyst

with the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and was

extensively involved in the prOblems of relating federally-sponsored

6
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research activities to federal program operations. He worked for

a-year In the U.S, Office of Education, and was. involved in a task

force study conducted by the Office of the Sedretary on several

aspects of the SRS His observations deriVed from his federal ex-

perience, and from the experiences of his colleagues in both OE and

SRS, help fOrm the basis of our.interpretation.of the, two HEW case

analyses.

Fortunately, both agencies' -pilot efforts in extending. the
A).

.agricultural extension model were subjected to thorough evaluation,

and the reports from these evaluation researches are drawn upon in

the present report as a guide to formulating our conclusions.

Two other main efforts to extend the agricultural extension .

model that are analyzed in this report, occurred in the less de-

veloped countries of Latin America, Africa, and Asia: One was the

attempt to create agricultural extension services in these countries

to reach peasant, farmers with technological innovations in agricul-

ture. Another, effort, aimed at a similar audience, is represented

by national family planning programs., Both approaches have-been

analyzed in various research-studies by Everett Rogers and his

colleagues over the pait decade in about a dozen countries.

In a latter section of this report we discuss the applicabil-<,

ity of the agricultural extension model to the case of private.

manufacturing firms. Here, Dr. Alden Bean has the most relevant

'experience, stemming from his. many years-of industrial marketing-

work, his subsequent research at Northwestern Universition in-

dustrial innovation, and his current position in the Division of

Policy Research and Arialysis of the National Science Foundation,



where he manages a program of, research on technologi-dal innovation

processes. A variety of federal government-sponsored efforts have

been. initiated in past years to apply the agricultural extension

model to diffus'e technological innovations to private manufac-

turing firms in the United States. We review several of these

progiams, and seek to draw conclusions about the applicability of

the agricuftural extension model in the industrial context'

Stanford

Ann Arbor

Washington, D.C.

September, 1976
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MENDING THE AGRICULTURAL 'EXTENSION MODEL

by-

Evetett M. Rogers, J.D. Eveland, and Alden S. Bean*

INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this report are (1)-to describe the main,

elements of the U.S. agricultural extension model, and its ei-

fecis-on the agricultural revolution, (2) to analyze attenits

to extend this model to non-agricultural technology and /-or to

less developed countries, and (3) to draw general conclusions,

about the diffusion of technological'innovations, with implica-

tions for research And action,

The U.S. agricultural extension model is undoubtedly the

Most widely-recognized system for the diffusion of innovations

in the world. No other federal/state agency claims to be rela-

tively mere successful in transferring technology. The agricul-

.tural extension services of the U.S. are reputed to have been

spectacularly successful in diffusing agricultural research re-

Sults- to farmers, and in thus raising their levels of agricul-

tural productivity. Later in this report, we question whether

this reputation for success is completely deserved.

The Committee on Intergovernmental Science Relations, estab-

lished by the Federal Council for Science and Technology to ex-

plore the interaction of federal, state, and local government

*Professor, Inst.,,cute for Communication Research, Stanford
University; Research Associate in the Program in Mass Communi-
cation Research, University of Michigan; and-Senior Policy Ana-
lyst, Division of Policy Research and Analysis, National Science
Foundation; respectively.
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research and development policies and programs, concluded in its

report, Public Technology: A Tool for Solving National Problems

(1972), that:

It is instructive to look at one example of a federal tech-
nology transfer program in a specific field that has a proven
record of achievement, state and local involvement, and po-.
litical durability: The Agriculture Department's Extension
Service Coo2erative State, and Land-Grant University System.
In this system, the functions of identifying and disseminating
and applying it (technology] in the field are' well integrated.
A key element in the success of the Extension Service, for
instance, is an effective local-federal feedb-ack_mechanism.
The agents live in a community, know its people, and are di-
rectly concerned with its problems. They are effective com-
municators on problems requiring technical know-how. They
become aware of the concerns of the farmer, related business.
and community leaders; and thus can give meaningful direction
to new research or modification of existing techniques. A
two-way flow of information is thus an integral part of the
Department's operations.

In any event, the agricultural extension.-model has had a-very.

strong effect on the "classical diffusion model",* and vice versa.

The most influential _diffusion research study of all time is un-

doubtedly the Ryan and Gross (1943) investigaiionzof hybrid seed

corn among Iowa farmers. This research was sponsored by the Iowa -'

Agricultural Experiment Station, a sister institution to the Iowa -

Agricultural Extension Servibe at Iowa State University, and the.

results of the hybrid corn study were directly put. into use by the

Iowa Agricultural Extension Service. So a mutually beneficial re-

lationship between agricultural diffusion researchers and agricul-

tural extension workers grew up during the 1940's and 1950's in the

U.S. By 1960, the intellectual picture of the diffusion of innova-

tions that had emerged (Rogers, 1962) was very heavily influenced

*This classical model is described by Rogers with Shoemaker
(1971) and Rogers (1973).
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by the fact that the majority of the 405 diffusion studies then

.completed were in U.S. agriculture". By 1976, whendiffusion,.---

studies numbered about 3,500, the relative importance of agri-

cUltural innovation studies had decreased considerably, but the

U.S. agricultural extension model still had left an indelible

stamp on academic conceptions of the diffusion-model..

In this paper, we argue that the agricultural extension model

7 and the classical diffusion modek, while historically related-, are
./

conceptually distinct'. The agricultural extension model was a set
,..

of assumptions, principles, and organizational structures for dif-.

t fusing the results of agricultural rsearch to farm audiences ,im!,

the 11.S. -This "model" actually was based on the experience .of_an-
,

: _

agency that diffused agri-cultural innovations, and that agency'-s

program of activities (Figure 1).-

In contrast, the classical diffusion model evolved from ea-
.,-

dial science research, and dealt theoretically with how innOva

tions diffused over time within a social system. The 'main,ten-
.

ants of the classical diffusion model were not limited to farm

audiences, nor to agricultural innovations,__ ven though the early

diffusion research 'dealt, rattier coincidentally, with such sys-
..

tems and with this type of innovation.

So the main difference is that the ag.ridulEural'extension

model evolved from a particularly successful change agency, while

the classical diffusion model derived from empirically- based,

theoretically-oriented survey research studies.

The agricultural extension model_has been widely copied in

non-agriculutral fields, as a means of diffusing research-based
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information to potential use -rs. Many of the 43 Federal technology-
.

transfer programs in existence today show such influence (Committee

on Domestic Technology Transfer, 1975). Few of these extensions

of the agricultural extension model,- however, have been analyzed

in order to determine the transferability of the agricultural

extension model.

In this report, we shall focus especially on five area to

which the agricultural extension model has been extended by-na-

tional governments.

1. To the Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) in the U.S.

2. To the U.S. Office 'of Education (OE).

3. To agricultUial extension services. in developing- cnuntries.

..

4. To family planning organizations in developing countries.
-

5. To private industry An the United States.

Before we-discuss such extensions, however, it is important to

understand in detail, just what the agricultural extension model is

and what it has done.
o

THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION MODEL

4

The Cooperative Extension Service was created by Federal law.

Its purpose, as expressed in the creating legislation, is to

tt ...aid in diffusing among thpeople of the United States useful

and practical information...and to encourage the application of

the same." In order to understand the climate into which agricul-

tural extension services were introduced, we review briefly the

patterns of U.S. agriculture generally in the last 50 years; and

the changes in these patterns which many observers consider to be

;14
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consequences of the activities of the extension services.* The

quantitative'data on which these observations are based are sum-

arized in a series of 38 chatts.(see Appendix). These data

u1d be interpreted with care; any data collected over a long

time series are subject to possibleerror, to changes in the

methods of collection and definition 'of variables, and to lack

Of comparability between different sources. The general trends

are probably valid, and are frequently quite.stfiking. To sim-

plify interpretation, most of the charted data cover the same

time period (1920 to'1970, at five-year intervals).

General Trends in Rural Life

The population of the.U.S. has been increasing approximately

geometrically, although at'a varyinvrate,, during-the 50-year

peiiod of our present
..,

interest. The total population has approx-

imately doubled, from_100 million to 200 million; howeyer, the

part of the population residing on farms has declined both ab-

solutely and relatively. From about 31 million,'or about 30 per-

cnet of the total population, the firm population has decreased

to about 10 million, or about five percent of the total U.S..pop-

ulation. The "rate of this decline has been fairly linear (see

chart .1),' with the sharpest drop coming after 1950.

This decrease iu the'rural population has not resulted in a

drop in total agricultural activity, but it has-shifted the foCus

of that activity. The total number of farms has declined sharply

*The state extension services, together with the Extension
Service (called the Federal Extension Service until 1970) in the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), constitute the %;ooperetive
.Extension Seviice.

4
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from 192,0 to 1970, from over 6,000,000 to less than 3,000,000

(Chart II)- This decline has affected n11 types of farming op-

erations-, with the sharpest decrease coming in the so-called

general" commercial farms (those producing a mixture ofoiro-

ducts for the market rather than being primarily devoted to a

single activity-such as corn, cattle, tobacco, etc.).- General

farms once mede_up_about a quarter of the commercial farms (all

those producing over $2,500 worth' of products'for the market

each year), and'now make up less than eight percent. The decline

in ncen-commercial (personal and subsistence) farms is also marked.

One=of the trends which agricultural analysts haves noted

most strongly over this 50-year period is the'increasing dominance

of U.S. agriculture by the large-scale operations known as "agri--

businesses". These operations are sometimes divisions of primarily

non=agri_icultural corporationp, and sometimes are devoted to verti-
.

cal integration of the agricdltural sector itself (from growing to

processing,Ito selling:the product).* Data on agribusiness farm-

ing activities is not easy to accumulate, partly because of the

lack of a clearcut and widely-accepted definition of the concept

itself and partly because of the traditional focus of agricultural

data sources (the USDA and the U.S. Cens-us Bureau)k,on the individ-

ual farm opera ion, rather than on the ownership pattern. However,

some dimensions of the role of agribusiness in farming can be

*For certain purposes it is possible to distinguish betw,,...a
agribusiness farming that Is, large-sized fa -mss that are operated
like a business corporation) and non-farm agr Jusiaess (that is;
devoted to supplying farmers with agricultural inputs and/or mar-
keting farm products).

16
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discerned. Chart III notes that despite the general deeline,in

the total number of farms, the number Of "managed" or "corporate'!,

farms (categories not equal to agribusiness, but probably includ-

ing most significant agribusiness fa a operations) has remained,

.--- fairly steady. It is interesting to note that the number of agri-
k

business farms remains relatively small; the "typical" U.S. farm'

is still an individual or family operation. Probably most "cor-

,
porate" farms are in fact family-owned operattons which incorpor-

ate for tax purposes.

Over our period of interist, the total amount of land in

farms has increased-very slightly (Chart IV), reaching a peak in

1955. The total-acreage in managed' farms has followed this-trend
s

. . .
.

managed
,.generally., However, as Chart V shows, the average Aanaged farm is. . _

, \-- .._ ...

4 \
,4

Substantially larger than the average farm, and its Siz:has in-
, .

creased more rapidly. The concentration of land in farms is a nat-
.

ural function of the decline in the number of operations coupled-
,.

with the-maintenanceof the same total-acreage; the average farm in

1970 is nearly three times the-size of the average farm in 1920.

The most striking feature of agribusiness today is its rela-

tive dominance of the economics' of farming.. Managed or corporate

farms tend to be very capital-intensive (Chart VI), with an aver-

age value nearly six times that of the average U.S. farM. This

difference is partly. accounted fer (1) by larger size, although

as Chart VII notes, the land is on a per acre basis less valuable

than the average, and (2) by a greater investment in technology.

Although agribusiness ("managed") farms are about 1.2-percent of

'all farms and .8.8 percent of the acreage, they uie 11 percent of



the total expenses of investment. Despite their large share Of

total farm acreage, they incur only 3.6 percent of the total crop

failures.

Agribusinesses-do n't dominate all sectors of agriculture

1-9-6-9;-cor-porat-ef-arms produced one -third of the. cattle,

30 percent of the turkeys, -24 percent of the vegetables, 22 perCent

of the fruit, and 21 percent of the chickens pro.dhced. On the

other hand, they produced less than 3 percent of the milk and dairy,

products, pigs, corn,- wheat, soybeans,and. tobacco. This selec-.

tine concentration partially exp7.ains the larger acreage of ,_cor-
es

. 0

porate operations= - greater size being associated with cattle ranch-

ing in-particular..

.

The'economic revenues from farming are q,ite unequally dis-
,

tributed. While corporate farms make up only 1.2 percent of all
1 .

operations, they account for 14.1 percent_of_the total- farm- prod ---

ucts sold; While only 12.8 percent of all faruis sell more than

$100,000 worth of products annually, 67.4 percent of corporate

operations do so. .Many corporate operations are among the 50,000

tiarge-scale" fgrms, selling more than $1,000,000 annually.

These operations account for only 3 percent of all commercial

farms, but have 19 percent of the land and 34 percent of the sales

of farm products. Clearly,- then, U.S. agriculture is increasinglE

in the hands- of larger ,,operations, among which the-corporate nag-
./

ribusiness" operations have an extremely powerful position. The

highly unequal distribution of revenues from farming, together

. with an increasing level of Investment required to support faim-

ing operations, has created a number of social problem's which we

shall consider later in this report. For now, it is-sufficient

18
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to note the continuing trend over this period toward greater con-,

,centration of operations and the tendency for the larger and more

rewarding operations to be corporate rather than individual ac-
,

tivities?

One of the most striking features of U.S. agriculturin, this

period (1920 to 1970) has been its marked increase in production

and productivity (Charts inn, IX, X, XI? XII, and There

--are several possible ways of lookia-g at this trend.- The U.S. Ag-
.

riculture Department's index of total agricultural productivity

(Chart VIII) illustrates the relationship between .the value of

several -different.classes of inputs -(labor; materials, capital,

*mss. eta.) combinid and total market-value of the outputs-(- crops`,

stock, etc.). This index his risen substantially-over the 50-

year period. When the index is decomposed into its:components

hoWever, other patterns also becoLe.evident. Almost all of the

'change in the general index (output over input) can be accounted
, -

far by the growth of the output function, or demand for pfoducts;,

the input funcfion_has remained remarkably 'stable.___ Within the in --,
put function, however, there has been a drasticAsarrangement:.61---

_-the components. The labor component isA)arely_a third of _its-.

value in 1940, and the other components have increased in fmpor-

tance accordingly. This relationship (Chart IX) illustrates that.

the major shift i nature of-the production functions. in mod-

ern'U.S. agriCulture ig toward greater capital intensity.,

The increasing substitution of capital for labor in agri

culture is illustrated by two additional indices. The Index of

farni-output per man-hour.(Chart X) illustrates the increasing

1 9-



effiCiency of the utilization of. workers' time, and is related;

partly as cause and partly_as effeCt, to the decline in larm pop7

_ulation noted earlier., The total number of-persons both at home

and abroad supplied with farm products has increased nearly five-,

foldi.m the 50 yeais_from-1-9-20to 1970 (CharX xr)--- ;This -increase

reflects demand, production, and efficiency changestogether, and

is difficult to, interpret directly in terms of any one of them

alone.

The most effective way to measure, agricultural productivity

direct].) is in terms of the amounts of specific produces produced

by a given quantity of land. ik-s this yield goes up, we can say

unequivocally that we are seeing increases in productivity which

cannot:be attributed to demand factors. Two products which are

commonly used for such indices are corn and cotton. While the

yield for any particular year reflects specific factors (such as

weather) as Well as the long-term trend, the general trends are

clear in both cases.
.

Corn yields are nearly four times what they

were in the.1920's (and they had remained about the same since

such statistics were first-collected in 1888, until 1920) (Chart

XII): Cotton production shows the same trend (Chart XIII). In

short, there-have been increases in both basic productivity and
.

in demand for agricultural products, which, when combined with

the increasing substitution of mechanical tools for labor, have

resultgd in a vastly increased efficiency of production.
4

'While the per capita income of the falla population has

creased arply, 'paralleling a general trend. in the country

(Chart XIV),NNt still remains substantially lower than that of

20
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-o

the non-farm population.* The gap between farm and non-farm pep-

ulations is somewhat smaller in 1970 than^.it was in the'1950ta.

This trend'feflects in part the diminished number of people left

on farms. The farms which people leave are generally those pro-
,

ducing the smillest-ineomear-and the-effect of this_departure__is

thus to change the shape of the farm income upward.**

Farming has become an increasingly expensive proposition

over the years (Chart XV)". While gross fafm income has shown

enormous increases -since the recovery-from _the agricultural.de-/

pression-re 1920kl_and 1.930's, net incomee-haa shown relative

little increase folio -wing the general readjustment after World_

_ War II., If these figures are converted to constant dollars

(Chart XVI), this failure to increase since 1945 becomes- an- absolute

decline in total net income (it should be noted that this income-is-
-0

'being distributed among gn evet-decreasing number of farm oper-

atovb :which accounts for.the increases in per capita income)_. The

increasing gAp between the two curves reflects the enormous growth

-of the total expenses of farming. The increases in productivity
_

-and -labor effeciency, clearly, have not come cheaply.

There_ar'e few very striking trends in the relative impor-.

tance of the various components of the expenses ,(Chart XV):-

-_Most components have simply grown proportionately; the only

-*These _figures_dre personal income, and do not reflect in,-
come to corporate owners, although corporate managers' personal.

A.neomes, are _included.
,. -1

**Specific income distribution figures are not available for
most of our time period, but the figure.s-for 1959-70 indicate that
thisilS- the general pattern.

SY
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major component to have shrunk noticibly is the wages paid for

. farm labor--which is to be expected from our previous examination!

of the' labor component of productivity. The biggest .Lncreases are

in feed costs and in depfeciation,-or capital equipment costs.

In general, t

is, during the major, period ofagricultural extension work) has

been characterized-by a decreasing farm population, the increas-

ing concentration of land into larger holdings, emergence of cor-

porate "agribusiness" farming as a major economic factor,in the

market,- a general decline in subsistence farming, rising income

for those left on farms but even faster rising expenses, and a

considerable increase in agricultural troduction and labor ef-
.

ficienty.

The causes of these phenomena are multiple and interrelated
.0

and almost impossible to untangle,. They are related to changes in

the, general economic and social structure of the country, as well

;as to factors operating in the agricultural sector alOne. One

pattern frequently described that of "technological push"--a

series of technical improvemeAs in seeds, machinery, pesticides,

etc., which-increase the output of those who adopt them and make

uneconomic the farming of those who for one reason or anotherdo

not adopt. While there'are always new techniques for oming,

and'thus a constant technological pressure, after a certain point

all those who ale inherently resistant to technical change are

likely to have been forced out.of farming by those to whom the

value of change is self-evident. The nature of the competition

22



thus has both psychological and socio-economic dimensions, with

an increasing emphasis on the ability of faraers to pay the coats

of- technology. Under this general explanation, both the increase

in efficiency and output and the-decrease in the number of farm-

o erators can be attributed_to_the spread_ o.£ agricultural_technolr

It is outside the scope of this report to test the validity

of this technological-push hypothesis. The present data do, how-1

ever, indicate some trends which are coherent with the predictions

of-the hypothesis. We have noted that agribusiness farming-inr-

-creasingly dominated the profitable end of the farm income scale,

and that such farms-appear to use a disproportionate share-Of the
-

_ -
"technological advances in seed and chemicals. This. trend'is less_

--N

observable in grain farming, where agribusiness farming isnot_so...

heavily involved. We'noted that expenses for seed and livestock

and _for Capital equipment have-risen fastest among the various

components of agricultural expenses; again, these are the areas__In--

which technical innovations have been heavily promoted. Not.all

innovations are susceptible to adoption by all farmers; in the

case of many innovations, a large--scale operation may be required

in order to make adoption feasibit. Sorting out the contributions

made by individual innovations to the total agricultural picture

is not possible. Further analysis aimed at understanding the relr
.

ative: contributions of various phenomena (specific innovations,

changea in general farming practices, substitution of capital for
o

labor, etc.) will be needed in coming to a final assessment of the

"technological-push" _hypothesis in relation to agricultural change.

23
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However, the Cooperative Extension SerVice is based on the as-

sumptions of this hypothesis; that is, the agricultural exten-

sion system was created to increase the rate of adoption of

farm innovations. Thus an understanding of agricultural change

in relation to the assumptions of. technological push is neces-

sary to appreciate the reasons for the development of the ex-_

tenSion service system-in the way it ha evolved.

Historical Development of the Cooperative Extension Service

Both the USDA and the land-grant institutions were begun_ by

legislation passed in 1862. The USDA tied .previously existed as_-

a small part of the U.S. Patent Office. Se've'ral attempts to pass

aland7grant college bill had been,made previous to 1862, but

these laws were consistently defeated by states',rights legisla-4

tors who viewedthe federal grant of land to the states as a
-

threat to the states' power. In 1862, during the Civil War when

the Southera states' rights enthusiasts were absent from Congress,

the Morrill Act was passedlquietly. This law provided that in

each state an acreage of federal land was to be set aside for

federal aid- and the income
'

from this property was to support a

college or university for teaching "agriculture and the mechanic

arts". This legislation gave a tremendous increase-in pres.tige

to agricultural occupations, and the land-grant colleges have con-
.

'tinned to do so'since.

Actually, the Morrill Act was a general, vague, and ambig-
0

uously-worded document and. its meaning was not clear even to

Senator Morrill's fellow - senators. Historians suggest that this

may have been delibetate. .To gain the political support whiCh

24
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-:.

.would ensure its passage by Congress, ii(may have been designed to,-

mean all things to all people. This. lack of precision and clarity _,

.-
in the original'land-grant college legislation has made it pessi7

ble far these colleges to adjust_and adapt to Changing conditions.

Changes in the land-grant college complex over the years are

presented in Charts XVII, XVIII, and XIX. While the system of .-
69 schools (17 of which are primarily black institutions, whose

data arenot inclA0 -

in-the present tabulations) was virtualiy0complete before_the_-_her

ginning of the cooperative extension program; these land-grant-cal

legesy,,V1M,rown-apace with'the rest of the extension service..
,, .,. -

Swarate land-grant college statistics have not been compiled'since''0..-
. . -

4.1963; but up.to that paint,,the enrollment in these institutions
_

--:-,

had 1...reased eightfold Since 1920, with the greatest increases =

q . icoming in-the areas other than tecfinical_agriculture and the-

hanic arts''. As Chart XVII indicates, enrollment in agriculture_-
4

programs has remained. roughly similar to what it igas!ih 112Q, while"

"other" undergraduate programs--part,icularly.ta liberal arts and:
ksciences, ewhere thdemand-has been heavy--have expanded substan7

,
tially. The overall growth in enrollment may be considered as

geometriCally increasing curve, with a valley ddring World War

uand a peak after it wheA students who would normally have- entered

during the War years came into the institutions suddenly.

4444.
As the stu dent population has increased, -so has -the average

size of the institutions. Faculty and staff have increased by

more than 12 times in the 43-year in,e_rval (Chart XVIII); data on

faCulty specialization are available only for 1920 and 1963, and

25
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show that the percentage of the faculty teaching agriculture
.

creased from 22 percent to 8 percent over these years roughly

paralleling the decline,in the percent of students in agricul-
,

ture (from 16 percent to 5 percent;.

The income of land-grant colleges has also.grdwn geometri-.

cally, rand th recent years has tended to outpace the gowth in:

--' income of U.S. higher education institutions generally (Chart XIX).

In most cases, the original land-grants have long been converted

to other -forms of endowment; a major factor in the increase in

income-has been Federal grants for specific purposes. In general,.

then, ,the over t-me-in the nature and emphasis of be
_

land -grant colleges may be seen as closely related to the general

changes in the agricultural .scene and in the_nature of ,U.S. soc'i-

ety generally, which cre Ivettayreylously noted., Land-grant col-
,

leges, by decreasing t,1.'emphaiis on their roots in agriculture,

have managed to survive the general de-emphasis of agriculture in

Contemporary American society while maintaining their central role-
.

tm mass'tigher education.

. The early pkofessors of scientific agriculture in the land-

grant college4 soon realiied that they leaked sufficentresearch-based knowledge

about agricultUral topics. This teali;ation caused,adeMand for

agricultural research on farm problems in agronomy, animal breed-
-

Ikg and nutrition, -horticulture', and other fields. The Hatch Act

Of 1887 provided federal funds to state agricultural experiment

stations Thede research centers developed in most states as an

adjunct to the land-grant college of agriculture.' The director

of the ex?eriment station is responsible only to the-dean-;.bf
,1
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agriculture, the university president, and the stale government.

The USDA annually reviews the research projects in each stare to

ensure that they m4et federal stipulations. An average of about

one dollar out of lour spent at the state experiment stations is

of federal origin;
' 0

The enormous increase in the, funds available for publicly-
_

supported agricilliural research is shown in Chart XX. The state

share of the costs of supporting the experiment stations has

grown faster ...than the fede,ral contribution (hich-has itself in-

creased ten-fold since 1930). The biggest growth has been in

research directly managed or funded-by the USDA. It-is only in

the last four years that a reliable system for describing the

activities funded by the cooperative research effort has been im-,

plemented; thus, changes ver the years are eNtreTejl.y difficult-
,

to assess. Chairt XX des ribes the recent' breakdown (for FY 1973)

of research activities Into the nine standard USDA "goal areas";,

of these goals, the first three are Concentrated in technical ag-

riculture, the second three in marketing and economics, and the

last three in the qual'ity, of rural life., The first set of goals

accounts for about two-thirds of the total research budget, and

the second and third sets each have about one - sixth -of the total.

It is clear that "hard" agricdTture continues to dominate the re-

search carried out by public agricultural agencies, although

there has been a major increase in the latter two sets of goal

areas in recent years'.
%

The relative proportion of total federal effort devoted to

research, and to the "research delivery system" (that is, the
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extension services), is presented in -Chart XXII. Since 1920, -

the USDA has invested a relatively constant proportion of the

research funding (between 40 and 60'percent) to the "delivery",

or extension, effort.

One may coMpAre the scope of public-research activity with

the researchactivities of-related to agriculture'private indus-

try (Chart XXII). Detailed figures are available on private

research expenditures only since 1956, and then only in industry=-`

aggregates. However, some trends over this time period may be

compared. Since 1956, the rate of growth of federal agricultural

research spending has been fairly linear. It has almost exactly

parallelled the trends for the food processing industry and the

chemical (including agricultural chemicals) industry. The ma-

chinery industry .(including agricultural machinery) has a much

higher level of investment in research, but a not dissimilar

trend line.

One customary measure of the proportion of activity devoted

to research is to compute R&D expenditures as a "percent of4, sales".

There is no exactly comparable measure for public agencies, but it

may be approximated by computing research expenditures as a "per-

cent of the total appropriations received by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture". Using this measure (Chart XXIV), federal agri-

cultural research is comparable to industrial practice, ranging

from about 3 percent to 4 percent of. "sales ". It is also inter-

esting, to/f1O-ee that despite minor fluctuations, this percentage

has remained quite stable over the 15-year period of these data,

across all industries. The food processing industry devotes '
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significantly less of its revenue to research than other indus-

tries, even those with an agricultural component This is hardly

surprising,'since a large part of the public agricultual research

is devoted to improving food processing technology. Clearly the

agribusiness industry has a stake in continuing public agricult'u'ral

research activities.

Need for an Agricultural Extension Service

In the early I'900's the state extension services were estab-

lished as-another Addition to the land-grant colleges and univer-

sities. Starting in 1914,, the Smith- Lever Act-provided federal

grant-in7aid funds to-each. state for extension purposes. The

extension workers in each state are staff members of theland-

grant college or universAty. The state extension services work

,closely with the college of agriculture teaching personnel and the

experiment, station research workers. In about'hal-f of the states,"

the dean of agriculture at the land-grant college is responsible

for classroom teaching, the experiment station, and the extension -

.41?

service. In other states, there may be a separate director of

the extension service,' but he usually works closely with the dean

of agriculture.

How dii the extension services begin in the U.S.? The his,-

torical development of the extension service is closely related

to that of tht Farm Bureau, tracing from the formation of the

first county Farm Bureau in 1911 for educational purposes. This

relationship continued through the growth of thecounty agent
o

movement during World 1.1r I, until the original county Farm BureauS

became state and national legislative- pressure groups. ExtenSion

29
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service-Farm Bureati relationships were severed soon after the

formatiOn of the American Farm Bureau Federation in 1919 in some

states, but not until 1954 in Iowa and Illinois.

The early professors of agriculture in the land-grant colleges

wanted their research-based knowledge to be used by farmers. Butt.

until about 1914, there was no effective means of transmitting such

inforMation from the colleges at-Ames, Lansing, Davis, Raleigh,

Ithaca, and elsewhere, to farm audiences. .This. was an era of social

experimentation in finding effective means of reaching farmers..

For instance, the agricdltural professors wrote - bulletins aimed at

farmers, but many could not read or understand them, and there was

no effective. system for their distribution. Special campaigns were

organized around a train-load of college professors who would..tour

their state to stump local communities in favor, of some agricultural

innovation, likeseed corn selection in Iowa. Their knowledge was

often received eagerly, but.follow-up was lacking, and eventually

the "corn seed gospel train" approach fell into disrepute.-Lastly,

agricultdral improvement societies were formed in local communities

to promote agricultural innovations among the gentleman-farmer

class. Their main forumS were county and state fairs,- which pro-.

vided some welcome,rural entertainment, but much less effective

. agricultural diffusion. During this peridd of experimentation, a

..r,

variety of piecemeal approaches to e fective diffusion were tried,

and all found wanting. The agricultural extension model was not

yet on the scene.
.

Although there had been some type of agricultural extension

agent in several counties in the U.S. prior to 1900, the first

30
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large-scale attempt at an 'extension approach was pursued in the

rural South (especially Texas-) around 1903; when a hundred or so

local,agricultura4p,ts were employed to diffuseboll-weevil con-

trol methods tb cotton farmers. But once the-Menace from these

pests had flasded, the ektension,agents were disbanded.-
. -----1.-,

i .

Credit'for the first extension approach of a lasting nature,

and- in'the format still largely followed today, usually is accorded.

Broome County; New York, in 1911. The Binghamton Chamber of Com-,

merce in Broome- County was .concerned about the welfare of local

farmers, as agriculture was the main local industry Accordingly,

the Chamber's "Farm Bureau " - (so named in accordance ..7ith such

-other divisions of the Chamber of Commerce as the Roads and)Alreys

Bureau, the Protection Bureau, etc..)-decided to employ a recent

agricultUral graduate from Cornell University to diffuse innovations

to farmers in the County. Part of his-salary the first year was

'donated by the local Delaware and Lackawanna Railroad,'and so he..-

.was called a "county-agent", as all railroad emplOyees were termed

"agents" in those days (for example, "ticket agents", .''station

agents", etc.):- The Binghamton Chamber of Commerce's Farm Bureau

-included several leading farmers, -.and -they solicited their neigh-
.

bors for small donations to help, pay the county agent's yearly

salary. Soon theae_donations were instItutionalized into annual
A

Mamberships in'the Farm Bureau.*

*As Miller-(1973, p. 9) noted: "The earliest county agent en-
' countered two difficult obstacles...The first was how to win approval
from local people in attempts to change traditional farming practices; _

The second obstacle...was the need for linancial support. Of consid-
'erable helpwere sponsoring committees--; which consisted largely of
businessmerpand prominent farmers, to be later termed Farm Bureaus".

*
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Note that even at this early date, the agricultural extension

service exhibited:

1. A basis in the felt need for a more rapid tiffusiori of

agricultural. _renovations.

2:- Strong local control over,the profe&sional change agent,

by an divnization of farm leaders.,

3. Responsiveness to- local elites aiming their client-system.

The idea of a county agricultural agent,-and of a local Farm

Bureau, spread rapidly across the U.S. after 1911. This movement

was spurred (1) by provision of:federal-financing through the.

Smith-Lever Act of 1914; and (2) by the need for higher agricultural

production during World War I.

The year 1919 marked the turning-point in extension service -

Farm BuYeau relationships. As the county agent movement spread, so,

did the Farm Bureaus, as the county'agents! sponsoring body. Soon

the county Farm Bureaus federated into state, organizations,' and

then in 1919-into the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF). This

`organization immediately began to operate as a legislative pressuie

group, a function incompatible with its original purpose of being

the` local- sponsor of the county extension agent. So the division

f.the Farm Bureau and the extension services began in 1919, al:-

.though the two have remained friendly until this day. The_legia-

lative assistance of the AFBF, and state Farm Bureaus; is one rea--

son for the financial strength and stability of the state and

federal extension services.

The growth of the amounts of money and personnel invested in

the agricultural extension effort since 1920 has been:striking.

1, 32
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Although federal financing of extension did not begin until the-

Smith -Lever Act of 1914, as we have noted,by 1920 there were

already over 3,000-employees of the extension services. By 1970

the total had reached Over 15,000, with the rate of growth re-

cently tapering off somewhat (see Chart XXV). Wg will comment on

the components of the increase in personnel as we'discuss the

changing functions and organization of the extension activity in

later sections. The number of agricultural 'agents has increased

relatively little since 1935, des,- to the increases in extension

service personnel as a whole.* This trend may relate to the e

tent of coverage of U.S. counties with agents; by 1935, vir

all: the 1,150 counties in the nation had at least one age t (as,

early as 1920, about two-thirds of-them were-covered)".

Funds for extension services come from a variety of federal,

state and local sources uader.matching,arrangements and through

several different appropriation accounts. The-growth of the
.

federal share has been almost exponential, a rate of growth gen-,

erally characteristic Of federal-spendingWChart XXVI). aver
.

the years,-the share of the appropriation devoted to federal d-
a

ministrative expenses (the Extension Service inthe USDA) has-

been fairly constant, even as the total appropriation multiplied

many times.** This pattern is.similar to that of many other

*Many Of those currently_ called "agricultural agents" are
actually 4 -H Club workers; the separate classification for youth
personnel was abandoned in 1960. .

**For analytical purposes, it would be useful to have estimates
of file share of the-Cooperative Extension Service budget going for
administrative infrastructure versus program costs. Unfortunately
data on the administrative costs in the state extension services
were not available. However, it was possible to determine that
of the'17,000 total extension service staff in 1975, 1,350 (8- percent)
were administrators or supgrvisors;-175 of these were in Washington, D.



federal formula'gfant programs i education and other fields. -Not-.-

=\

until the late', 1950's-and 1960's was there major-groNWth in the,
-

administrative sector at the federal level.

Part of the increase in extension service funding can be_tt,,=

tributed to simple inflation. However, even when the expenditures---

are reduced to-constant dollars (Chart XXVI-L-.)--Trat-t7e-r--n7-70-f i

"-
-crease Temain't evident. Although the current federalextension

,
appropriation is nore than four times that of 1950, the real pro-

_

gram increase1.6 only about two times.the 1950 level.

it is a measure of the popularity of the Cooperative Extension_
.

Se'-vice that it has managed to maintain a high,,level of growth at a
- .

time when federal spending on agriculture generally has not kept

pace. The relationships betWeen the different budgets involved (i
_

.millions of dollars) are as follows: .44

Total Federal
Outlays.

Federal Outlays
for Agriculture

Federal Outlays for the
Cooperative Agriculture

Extension Service

1940 19,589 $1,580 $19
-16.5% of total r 1.2% of Agricultural

budget budget ,

l970 $196,588 $6,201 $130'
3.2% of total 2.1% of Agricultural

budget budget
.

,

Agrictltural spending has increased by.nearly four times in
....

this 30-year interval, but total federal spending has increased by

over 20 times the 1940 level. Federal spending for, extension is

about seven times its 1940 level, while its share of the agricul-
,

ture alipropiiation'haa nearly doubled. thus not only has the pro-

gra increased its real appropriation; it has also increased-its
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proportional importance in'the total federal effort devoted to

agriculture.*

Although it is fairly easy to-describe the size and scope of

the extension service program, determining its impact on its tar=

getaudience-is a much more difficult task. There is ne'common

set nf-_figures for the- enti-re'gerfati-o-fo-ux -.Ant er es t ; Tinfact , for

much .of the 50-year period, there are no- estimates of the_direct

impact of the extension services on national agriculture. Coop-

erative Extension Service has always been- a decentralized program,

with primary management at the state level; accordingly, muCh-

activity data has never been aggregated at higher than.the state

level. In the last few years, a national reporting system has

been'instituted 1iich reports the number of extension agent,

11 "___tad with groups and ndividUals. The most recent figures

{for FY 1973) are summarized in Chart XXVIII. From these data,

it is, not possible'to determine how much _attention exTension
..:-

Tereonn currently devote-to,indIvidual farmers and- to agri-
.

businessmen, respectively. However, technical agriculture now

accounts for less than one quarter of all extension contacts.

These contact data illustrate the_major shift in extension ser-

vice activity from "hard" agricultural technology to bther, types

of know-how.

These "contact" figure do not allow us to determine how
(-----

mar individuals are served-bY\the extension services-; there is

a great deal of multiple contact\with some people. Not since

1:50 has_the extension service attempted to determine the number

of individuals contacted; the figure,a that time was estimated
0

*In fiscal year 1975, the total budgetof the Cooperative Ex.L.
tension Service/was $450, million with 40 per Cent from federal funds,
46 percent from state sources, and 20 percent rom county governmenti.

.3 5
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,
at abodt 7,000,000, of whom about 2,000,000 lived on farms, but

these.figures were based on extreitely shaky estimates. At the

present time, it is simply. not possible to be very specific

about -the make-up of the totals audience for the extension-ser-
,

vices. When the new computer -ba'sed USDA reporting system be--
. _

comes fUlly7Oper-ational in a few more searching analyses

will:be possible.-

Illustrative of the shift in the_clientele for the CooPera--

tive Extension Service is data over time for one part of the-
,

eXtenSion program--the youth division,-or 4_711 Club:program as-
,-

,

described ih Chart XXIX; Since 1960, the number_of youth in!-_*

volYed in formal -4-H Clubs has been declining, -but 4-H has_de-

yeloped-a number of special-purpose activities,which have enable

it to continue growing in total Youth contacts. The residence o

4-H Club members (Chart XXX) and the nature of the "projects"

Chart XXXI) which they undertake has been changing in recent years.

Since-1948,.the percent of 4-R'youth residing on farms has been

slipping steadily, although at a slower rate (40 percent) than the

rural population generally (49 percent). In 1948, 4-H Clubs had

no operations in urban areas; at present, about one-third of 4-H

enrollees are urban residents. The types of projects undertaken

confirm this trend away from a purely agricUltural focus; in 1948;

animal and plant science projects accounted_tor about,halt of all

projects but now account for less than one quarter. Projects

community development", unknown as late as 1957, accounted for

nearly 20 percent in the late 1960's, although they have since

slipped somewhat.
r

3
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'To summarize the data on the development of the extension-

services: The extension service program has had a more or less

Constant growth, combined with a change in emphasis away from

purely technical agriculture toward subjects of interest to urban

audiences as well. The extension service apparently has attempted

to -maintain--i-t-self-aS a -"c-har.ge -agency" corganizationieven-tirou-gh

the nature of the changes it seeks tostimulate.havg changed Over

time as the nature of U.S. agriculture has changed. The reasons

for such a shift are complicated, but a major explanation lies.in

the mechanisms-which the extension peservice developed to, keep-in
. .

touch with changes in its clienteles.. We now turn rto a review of_-_
N. .-..
v. _

hoW these changes came to be sensed and managed by the- Cooperative_

Extension Seivice.

-Local Control and Needs-Orientation

At the county level, the county extension agent needed a

local body to replace the Farm Bureau as his organlzatignal tool_

for conducting educational activities. So he formed a county

advisory board, composed of 15 to 2-5 local leaders, that typi-7_,

cally mer with him on a Monthly basie-.

The extension service has such a local poli6r-making group-_
t-

in most U.S. counties. This group, with the county agent;-de--r--Q

cides_ the nature of the extension program each year. It ea:so
_

helps develop the budget for the extension service In the county,-

and may have-some ,tWiluence in the firing and hiring of the

__county agent.

The county, agent operating with a needs-oriented philosophy

has two different reference,groups, and differences between them



may cause him a certain degree of personal conflict. One

reference group is the extension bureaucracy in which he works,

personified by the district extension Liirecor who is the 12,,n-aity

agent's direct boss. Another important"reference group for the
_

county agent is !that of local power-holders among his county --

farm clientele. The divided- loyalties of the___count_yagew

illustrated by the following case study (Preiss, 1954, p. 236):

F.L. [the county agent] unenthusiastically organized-a_
county [extension] agricultural advisory council _at the be
hest of the state extension office, but he felt it-i;as-un
necessary in the county. It took months to get organza =_
tons to designaterepresentativee,_and-it was hardfind,-_-
meeting times-yhen_a, majority _couldA)rwould- appear-.= -=Thesessions themselves were strained and_awkward,-einceiAZanT, _
council members were curious about each-_other, and-prferredn_

, to operate via old accustomed channels, After_a_few-unpro-_a
ductive meetings, F.L. decided the,grcuplwas too unwieldly,-_
and ceased 'to- schedule any more. He knew_the state-office'-
was disturbed by this outcome, but_felt_he_had made_
ine effort to make the ox'gAnizatiop work. -_He bellevedrits'
failure was not hia fault, but "was simply due to the _it-,
practicality of the idea at the-county level.

In most counties, however, county extension advisory groups

operate quite smoothly, and with the full eupport of the county__

agent. They provide a means of obtaining client participation in

-the planning of extension service activitiab For instance, if

local farmers have much concern the ecological problems-

caused by, insecticides and.fertilizeis,,they will see that this

topic is featured in the county agent's activities in-the year-

ahead. And the county extension agent, dependent on client

interest for the success of his diffusion efforts, is naturally.

inclined to be very attunedto farmers' needs.* °

*In reality, much of the county agent's annual'progran is
determined by state administrators and extension specialists. Rice
(1974, p. 127) estimates that 90 percent of U.S. extension 7rograms
probably originate at the state level rather than in the local com-
munity, but the pro.fessional philosophy in ,the Cooperative Extension
Service is-still that of farmer elf-determination:j8
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.

_ -..
'7

'The todii extension advisofY-groups can also initiate a
, / / . .bottom-up request for agricu/tural research. For instance, per-

.

haps they find,that there
/7

is little scientific knowledge about

the ecological consequences,of insecticides. The county agent

will convey his request for information to his state agricultural

,university, and if it cannot be answered with existing research-

based knowledge, the state agricultural experiment station may

initiate a research project on this topic. While such "extension_,

'in reverses' certainly occurs, the actual cases of such needs_

leading to new research projectsare_probabiy.few.
-

-The advisory councils also_provide_feedback to the state_ level,

and directly to the county extension agent, as to the adequacy f

. previous diffusion efforts and of research activities.*

Naturally, the members of county advisory_ councils are hardly

-typical farmers; instead, they are often highly specialized-,weil-.

educated, and relatively innovative. So thfre is an elite bias in

the membership of the c3unty,advisory groups.-,

Rise of thd State Extension Specialists
6

f

Actually, of the 15,000 profeSsionaj staff members at alb.'

levels An 'the extension services, only about 6,300 are county-level

extension agents (Chart XXV). Almost 040 county in the U.S.-has_

an agricultural agent (who is usually also-the county'extension

director, or administrative chief of the County-level employees)

.and%alidut 80 percent of the ,counties have a home economies agent..

-cons erable number also have A 4-R .Club agen't, and/or mar-
.

keting agent.
.

0
*In addition, the advisory councils lobby locally for financial-.

contfibutions, to the extension budget. Previously, we indicated that
about* 20 percent of the total funds_for the Cooperative Extension
Service opmes from county govern e ts.
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What do the other 8,700 professionals who are not county7

.level agents do? Some are administrators or sup-ervisors at_ dis-

trict; state, and federal levels. (Figure 2 provide: a ,typical

organizational pattern)'. As Chart XXV.shows, there are currently

about 1,000. administrative personnel-in the Cooperative Extension

Service.*

In addition, there are at present nearly 4,000 extension.

subject-matter specialists at the state level. These specinlists,

attempt .3 interpret current ,research findings.in their particular

field to the county extension employees and thus event,ially to the
.

extension cl ,Ien s. The development'of the specialist group was
'

sfow; between 1925 and 1955, there were;:never more than 1;560-2,000

specialists. Since.1955, as Chart XXV shows, there has been a

considerable expansion of this specialiSt corps. Over two-thirds

of the. specialists are still in agricultural fields, but much of
.

-_the expalision'in recent years has come.in non-agricultural fields.

The rapid growth of-the specialists coincides with the diversifi-

cation.cation. of the extension service program and its audiences, as well
, .

as changes in the nature of agriculture. )

Poy do extension Jpetiarists relate to the rest of the exten-

sion system?-. Consider an extension agronomy spetialist. His

officeis in the department of agronomy at the state agricultural

college; and hence he is a,colleague with the research and teach-.

*ing faCulty, in his specialty. le.traveIs out over the state to

address farmer meetings and to keep county'extension agents a-

breast of asw developments in al,ronoty. Lil.mise, there are ex-

tension specialists in farm management; marketing,, rural socioldgy,

*About',1,300 multi-county "area" agents, whd work on such topics
as agriculture and marketing, are not broken out as a separate
category-in Chart XXV.
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otheranimal husbandry, potat husbandry, homeeconomics, and ther

fields. There has been a trend for the number and importance of
V.

extension specialists to increase as the nature of farming be-

came more specialized.

Essentially the specialist links the sources of research-

based knowledge to the county extension agents. ,He is the county

agent's county agent-. In order to!effectively fill this linkage

function, the specialist must be able to bridge the scientific/

intelleCtual-system of the state agricultural university with the

pragmatic world of the farmer ..and his county agent. Usually, the

specialist hap had previous experience-as a county extension agent,,

and then moved, through graduate Study, into a Specialized agri-

cultural field. 4..out half of the extension specialists have Ph.D.

degrees, and many of the rest are doctoral.candidates on a part-.

time basis. This high level of scientific training is.necessary.

for the specialist to be able to understand research publications,

and to decode their contents into language that the county agent

and his farmer-clients can understand,

The success of the extension specialist rests directly on

how well he can serve the needs of his,clients; as judged by the

number .of county agents who invite him to address localmeetings,

the number of requests for the bulletins that he writes, etc.

If" the specialist cannot relate his knowledge 'to farmers'.prbb-

-lems, his career"-is shore-lived.

Similarly, the reward system for research workers in the

_U.S.D.A: and the state agricultural experiment stations strongly

encourages.finding research results (and'publishing them in a form)
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that are useful 'to farmers. FOr example, one agricultural ex-

periment station evaluates each of its researchers annually with

a point system in which, great weight is plated on farm magazine

articles and on farmer,bulletins. Clearly ia scientist wants

to succeed in 'this system, he'must address his efforts to applied

research problems, and specifically to finding information that

is, needed by farmers. This pressure toward research utilization

facilitates the work of the state extension specialist in coop-

erAting with his research and teaching colleagues in his ade.demic&

department. -Arl are pulling together toward producing utilizable

knowledge, and in getting it diffused and adopted-by farmers.

Were agricultural research\tactivities not oriented toward paten-
-.

-tial utilization; the linking function of the extension specialist

(and the county agent) would be much more difficult.

The development of extension specialists did not begin until

after'1920. Part of the reason forevolving such a corps_of spe-

cialis.s lay in the increasing speCialization of surviving farms

in producing only.a few products., We noted earlier the decline in

"general" or unspecialized.farms and-the increasing dominance of

specialized commer,cial farming, particularly amckng the large and.

profitable farms (almost no general farms are currently found in

-the top economic classea nf farms used by the U.S. Census Bureau).

This specializatin among surviving farms increased the need far

more specialized information from.the extension agents about re-

cent technical advances. For example, while previously each,U:S.

farmer had owned about 100 chickens, by the 1950's most U.S. farm-
--

'ers had no chickens, nnd a relatively few poultry-producers
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doMinated the indusfiy- When on.e of these poultrymen with per-.
haps 100,000 chickens in his operation asked his county extension

agent a technical question about poultry nutrition, the county

agent was unlikely-to be able to supply the answer. But the state

extension specialist-in pouitrSi nutrition _probably ,could.

Further, as private non-4arm agribusiness firms like farm

machinery companies, feed and seed-firms, and asticulturalchemi-

cal companieSoaMS to play a more impOrtant-role inU.S. .agri-

culture, extension service employees"(especially the extension

specialists) began to cooperate more closely with these agribusi-

ness firms. So' the poultry nutrition speciplist mentioned above-

might be called on for assistance by"chicken.feed. companies in'-

St. Louis, Minneapolis, or Chicago. And a change in one of their

poultry formulas might affect hundreds of thousands of farmers,

and millions of birds. Extension specialists were more likely to

be asked for such assistance by agribusiness firms than' were

county agents, because of their greater technical expertise in

specialized areas of agriculture.

Thus we see how the specialization of U.S. agriculture helped..

- create' a "need for extension specialists; the extension model was

hence adjusted to cope with an environmental change in the nature

f agriculture.

Broadening the Subject-Matter of Extension.

In 1911, the sole content of extension activities was biolog-
-

ical.agriculture: Agronomy. Animal Husbandry. Botany.. Zoology.

Genetics. Poultry. County agents placed their main emphasis up-

ci production technology like new seeds, fettilizers, and farm"

equipment.

44.
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But soon, the farmer's wife began to demand that her infor-

mation needs for 11-tternutrition, 'child care, and home manage-

ment also receive attention.. AccOidingly, the _county agricultural

agent, usually with a college degree in technical agriculture, was

given , a-county-level colleague in the form of the home economics

agent; usually with a bachelor's-degree in home economics from a

land-grant college. During the 1930's, this group expanded :rapidly_

(CLart XXV); they now make-up about one-quarter of all extension

persbnnel.

Soon thereafter, the-county extensioh-staff was further ex-

panded-tO include a county agent responsible for 4-A Club activi-

ties. 'This 4-H Club agent usually possessed a bachelor's degree

in technical, agriculture,.and was cOnsidereda future county-ag-

ricultural agent in'training. After-, five to .seven years as a

4-H agent, he might be promoted to agriculturalagent,

By the 1930's and 1940's, many agricultural leaders'began to

see that agricultural 'production technology was only a part of the

picture. ghat good were production- increasing innovations when

U:S. agriculture was faced with a farm surplus? Accordingly, state

extension services turned some of their attention to problems of
. _

agricultural marketing, and.to consumer information programs.

Some counties,' especially those with,large cities, began to feature

extension marketing agents on their-staffs, and state specialists

in marketing were appointed.
0 ,

Ail'of these changes marked e trend in the extension services
. -

'away from strictly an agric,uitural production focus,-to the ad-

dition of subject matter content in the social sciences related to

I
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agriculture. Tile.neat model describing the flow of biological ,

agriculture innovations from researchers to farmers (Figure 1)

did not seem so appropriate for the non-biological content.. For --

one thing, the state agricultural-experiment stations moved only

.slowly and partially into'social science research. Further, the

research results, once.available, usually were not embodied in a

-material innovation. Often only an_ idea was involved. Further,
,.--

0

clients' needs for non-biological agriculturally - related know-

ledge were less strongly felt, a d less focussed.
-

The shift. away from sole-dependence-upon biological_agri,-

cultural content alse.meant that the extension service appealed

_to-nevi-audiences: Rural-nonfarm people,:agribusinessmen,-sub-
,.

urban dwellers, and even city residents. The persists

at the present Ittie among many extension employees that -the

agenCy should only work with farm_people. The Smith- "Lev -e;.' -Act

of 19.14 th'at provided federal aid" to the state extension services

did not spell out very clearly whether extension employees should

carry on their_ educational programs dnly with farm people, only

--with rural people, or with everyone in-their county. -Since the

Act did not specify that the extension service should work only

with farm people, there4hae been an increasing trend to work with-
,

urban and rural non-farm audiences in recent years - -a trend-which

we have already noted in-our earlier review of extension service

contacts (Chart XXVIII). The shift in the nature of activities

which this shift of audiences implies- -which we saw previously

for 4-H projects,(Chart XXXI)--represents a major change in the

nature of Pxtension work as it had traditionally been practiced.

Such a shift callA for many new skills.
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This change from a sole remphaiiis-fon agricultural and home-
.

making production technology was reOsted by many extension

--workers. The extension,service undoubtedly has changed more

slowly than has' the audience served by the agency. The early-_

emphasis upon production technology was institutionalized in_the

extension service -; most extension employees are trained primarily

in technical agriculture or-in home economics.

Recent special .programs in the extension service reflect a

change from "things" to "people"; a shift fiom an excluiive

production philosophy to include a focus on diverse Social,pror_

blems. The development of the 4-H "special interest" clubs-and

-the .special projects which we noted earlier as composing the
_

_major -thrust-of. the 4-H program in recent years (Chart XXIX),
.

illustrate how far this change in...focus has progressed.: Of .the
e

16,000 man-years of extension time reported by_USDA for extension

workers in FY 1973,_only 6,000 were devoted to_agricultore

specifically, the remainder being divided between'hoMe economics,_

youth activities, and other functions. The new demands on the

extension service system put new pressures on, the abilities ofe .

the extension agents to communicate their "knowledge effectively --

a challenge to which the extension,servita has tried to respond.

. Process over Content

The first county extension agent in Broome County., New York,-

in 191-1 was a graduate of Cornell, University in technical agri-

culture: It'Was assumed that if the county agent possessed an
.

. .

adequate grasp of the-subject-matter content of agriculture, he

could easily learn to.master the process of communicating this

I
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messate content to his farmer clients. Thisk4s;amed priority of

content over process continued from 1911 until about the mid-1950.'s.

The turning-point in the evolution o' process over content in

agricultural extension occurred with the launching of the National

Project in Agricultural Communication (NPAC) in 1954. . This ad-hoc--_.-

organization was headquartered at Michigan State University, and

sponsored by the USDA and the state agricultural extensionservides.-
.-,--

in cooperation with the American Association.ol Agricultural College.=

Editors. *. NPAC was-launched in answer to extension needs
.

for in-service training in the behavioral science as-Pects of human

communication. They felt that, they were lacking in how to commu-

nicate their technical knoW-how to farmers-.

NPAC, activities consisted (1) of developing training materials". --

for agricultural extension agents on the topic of communication and

change, (2)-of testing-thesematerials with limited-numbers of

extension agents, and evaluating the results,and- (3) of training

over 5,000 county extension agents,, state, extension specialists.
-..

g
.

and extension supervisors and,administrators. NPAC was a big push;
% . ......,

its five -year budget was. over. $1.1 million.

The NPAC training.was conducted irf-A whirlWind campaign.

First, ta trainers-from-each state extension service came. to NPAC

headquarters in East Lansing for two weeks of training'in huthan

communication and change. Films and other training materials were'

then--provided` to each pair -of trainers for them to-use with all- of

*These editors were foundin every state extension service
-headquarters; their- main task was to pUblish agricultural bulletins,

_ produce radii) programs, and generally to encourage the use of mass'
media channela by extension agents.



the'extension staff in their "state. In Short'order, all 5,0

extension employees In the U.S, were trained in communication.

.The training tourses_were tremendously successful, mainly because
-

,

they provided knowledge and skills on a topic for which most

extension staff felt astrong need.
0

By its termination in 1960, NPAC..had received rave notices

from most extension worker-s.- The chief of the Extension Service

said, "I have never teen any other_program which met -with as quick

and unusual acceptance by the states, with as few kicks." The:
- _

Director of the Indiana Extension Service stated.: "Most-effective

innovation in extension in my experience.-..Indiana extension is

sold 100Z...By far the most important-influence in creating an

-entirely different attitude among our staff toward their work,:

Supetvisors say agents [a e] doingza,better job" (NPAC,,1960).

The lasting effect of NPAC on the Cooperative_40ension Service

was to emphasize the importance of social science training, espe-,

cialiy concerning thediffusion process. After NPAC training,

Most every extension agent in the U.S..grasped the nature of :d -if-

Tusionirshe saw himself as a "change agent', and thought in terms of.-

innovators, laggards', opinion leaders, and stages in the innovation--

_decision process. - It was' almost as if extension, workers had sud-

denly found a:theoretical model to guide, their activities: In a

Way, they had. The classical diffusion model had merged,

operational level, wit the agricultUral extension model.,

f. `And even though NPAP ended in 1960, its considerable influence

continues to this day is the mainstream of extension philosophy

-the

-and policies, through in-service training courses, and in the
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self-conceptions of extension agents. While state extension

services continue to employ as professionals only agricultural

college graduates in agriculture and'home economics; _a major

emphasis in in-service training is upon the-proceps of human

communication and behavior change.

Rise o.f- the Aides

'All extension agents were professionals, holding at least-

college degrees in agriculture or home economics, until 1968. It_ -=

was assumed that technical competence based on_ professional

ing was fundamental for earning,a high level of credibility in

clients eyes.

The federal -"war on poverty" programs-during the 1960's were

ODiginally concentrated -in urban core areas, although about a

third-of all U.S. poor lived in rural areas. By the late.1960

t ere was much pressure-on extension services to use their edu7

cat4onal_efforti'to solve rural (and urban) povertyl:wroblems.

After initial resistance to this thrust, the availability of ad-

ditional feeeral funds to the extension services for this purpose
)

led to the rise of extension aides.,

The aide approach was implemented through an operation called
, '\

the "Expanded'Food and Nutrition Education Program" beginning in

1969, By 1973, this program had reached nearly 900,000 families,

of whom about 305',,000,are currently enrolled. Nearly two-thirds

of these'familiPe r.t a. from minority groups. At the end of 1973,

there were some 7,600 aides. working in 1,226 separate projects--

duringthe program as a,whole, nearly 22,000 persons had served as

aides. While the original impetus for the program came from urban
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areas, a major focus of its development has been in rural now-farm.
. ,

areas and suburbs. At present, 85 percent f the projects are in

areas of less than 50,000 population (although 60 percent are in_

areas of greater than 2,500).

The low=ineome aides were an adjunct to the county home eco-
-

. -

-nomica agent ",-designed to provide home visitors to low-income

hous wives on a regular and intensive basis. The aides were selected,

from among this client audience, given a brief in-service training .

And lose supervision, and required to make a regular schedule 01

-home visits. As the title of the program implied, the original

objective of the program was to improve the nutritional status of

.poor families; the % -ides'were officially called ".extensiOn nutri-

tion aides". In practice, the problems of their clients could not-.

be so easily categorized and 'Separited from each other, and the

aides have sought°to provide inforMation on whatever, felt needs they_

encountered.: Family planning,,, how to become eligible,for welfare .

payments, : child discipline, budget management, etc.'

Typically a-county home economics agent might have 15.tb 20

aides working under her'direction, difectly led by two or three

aide-supervisors. The aides are drawn 'from the lacal_community,

and unlike many extension professionals, often are 'members of tie

minority groups that they serve. Many work in urban areas, where

home visiting does not require automobile transportatiOn.

The _aide approach, widely used in other federally- sponsored

war on poverty prograMs with the urb4n poor, recognized that in

addition to credibility based on profeisional training, trust.

Worthiness could derive from a high degree of'socio-economic
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-similarity with clients.*. The'-aides could,,"talk the clients' -

language in a manner that the home'econordics extension agent

"could seldom do.-

, ,Not unexpectedly, the iide approach was often-resisted by

,.agents,**.and to date it, his been coliiined.exclusively to;:the
2-11.

home economics area and even there - insulated from the-regOlar_pro-V
I

gram b/ its status as a sepv arate programII ,with its own directorate.
tz ,

- , q
,

The aide -approich is more than Just another aCtivityas 'it re.!-,

fleqs a major shift in thg agricultur11. extension model: From

profession-orientations to_peen-agentsf fror rural to-urban-audi

ences, and from elite nedds_to_a social-problem focus,_.-rt is,-

probably the-most signifidant change in the igricultural_ extension

model since its_ formation in 1St1.- The rise-of the :aides,

stateextensionservicesisimijoraitera*ion_ in the model, -re-

fleced-ind embodied in the thousands ()tin:ler-city, black,'ind'

low - income aide-employeeS.

Criticism of-Extension
,

Despite the general image of success!usually attached to the

agricultural extension model it has had detractors and critics

since its origin. Some criticisms were directed at its elite

bias, its continued' emphasis- upon agricultural production in the

*Competence credibility is the degree to which a communication
source is perceived by receivers as,:being technically expert;
safety credibility 1-6 the degree-to which a tommunication-iource,
is perceived by receivers gs.being trustworthy.,

-**rn almost eVery field, profeshional change agents are highly
resistant to the emplordent ofspara-professional aidss.



face of f-farm surpluse and a decreasing farm popOlation in the

United States, and its1 close friendship with the American Farm

Bureau-Federation.

But certainithe strongest critique was published in 1972

under,the,"ingentous title of Hard Tomatoes, Hard Times: The

Failure-of'America"si Land Granit College Complex. The Author,,

Jim, Hightower, something of\a Ralph Nader of agriculture, has_ \
.headed a Waahington-based organization called the Agribusiness

Accountability Project. The book's title derives from a spetifie
. t

- research projeet at-one statP agricultural experiment station that

bred new tomato varieties to facilitate machilne-picking,,an
1

vation of particular advant4ge to large-scale tomato farmers.

The_bookts theme is that much of the tax-supported agricultural

research at state agricultural Universities-is designed -to serve

the needs of agribusiness corporations and the largest commercial
,

farms. The state agricultural university-extension service cam-

?ilex is a closed system, Hightower claims, whose priorities are

set tbrOual interlocking relationships of elite farmers and,agri-

business firms, with little voice for the interests'of the

ronmentalist,.consumer, family farmer, or rural poor. For i
//

4 "stance, of 6 q00 sc4entific man-years'employed by agricultural

experiment stations in 1969:only 289 were devoted to "people-

oriented"research to improve rural living standards (Hightower,- .

1972),.* Ae'cording to him, the main responsibility for -the

*Hightowerla figures are based on an-earlier classification
scheme for research than that Which we discussed previously, and
are thus not strictly comparable with those presented 1,1 the pre-
sent report.
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"hard times" of U.S. agriculture is due'to the overblown repu-

tation of the land-grant-collerzandresearch-establishment and

it's continuation in an era.whete.socio-economic conditions differ

consfaeribly-irom those- of 1911.

Whilellightovier's critique conforms to few of the-rules of

traditional social Science research methodology, his study does

form'an,effective example of what As often called policy-oriented

advocacy research, and perhaps is more applicable, in many cases,,
than the- more standard sociological exploration of-similar phe-.

nomeha (Nolan ,Galliher, 1973). His basic assumptions are
,

cictar, and condit:ion.his assembly ana analysis, ot data. This

enihles him.tx(avoid the ambiguity conclusions which a more
. ,

inci-iVe treatment might have led-him to. His work is, further

distinguished by a sincere faith that the resources currently

devoted to-the agricultural research and extension establishment

--would be more effective if.redirected to other problems. It is

at least questionable, however, whether the social problems which

he correctly identifies as central to rural American life today.

are in fact amenable- to solution through social, xesaarA. The

central value of Hightower's critique is that it raises questions_

about_ he assumptions held in agricultural research and extension

rather than'imply assuming a basic coherence of values.

'' -Hightower'es' argument raises important questions about the

criteria for success of the agricUltural extension model. Un-

doubtedly the extension services, have played an important part

in increasing the productivity of U.S. agriculture, especially in

the period since about 1940. But extens:on servic- s have not.
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greatly assisted rural people in coping with the consequences of
.

the agricultural revolution that they helped pnl6ash

Hightower s critique need not be libitAd just to the Coopera-

tive Extension Service in the.U.S.. The policies and activit &es of. ,

most development agencies can be analyzed in terms -of -two criteria, ---

which are often in conflict. On,one haqd such programs want to

.improye farm incomes. c/This goal usgally calls for concentrating

development efforts on the larger far r . In this way, one

obtains-ecoaomic growth

On,tile other hand, such programs of change also seek to help

those clients who may need help the most: The poorest and least

innovative farmers. This goal calls for redistributing farm

inComes,,by bringing up the levels of the smallest farmers. So

these two goats ate often in c-hflict: Growth versus equity. In

order to achieve balance in thesecobjectives, some degree of

coordination is needed between 'the various agencies-involved in

development programs in a nation.

Raising 014 leVel4 of income by working w h large farmers

brings about a change in pAr.capita income, andhence_contributes

to deve opment. Additionally,: a more equal distributioh of in-
,

Lomes and levels of living may be desired.* However, Seldom can

both objectives be achieved .y :ha same development program.

Presumably pUblic

planned change; the age

sources are allocated in a' program of

cy chooges alternatives that will

*A shift from growth to equity in the intellectual paradigm
of development has occurred in rural development programs in
Latin America, Africa, and Asia, dating from about 1970 (Rogers,
1916).
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1

fulfill social objectives. It can be argued thatagricultural
.

development of small farmers requires the-most resources and time

"(per farmer),-and offers the least immediate overt results. Ex-
.

ArtsSllTr"'ell.rrre-6-6-''IAI--'s'rtfet/TSP-T-a7rCe-lrtlVt--rrT4ra 11 a on immediate

concerns, such as the diffusion 4:) 3.1cncvations to large farmers.-

Such activities show the most rapid overall gains- with. least ex-

penditure. IlSo most extension services tend to help the larger

. farmers" and pursue a'levels-raising goal, rather than helping the

smaller farmers through.redistribution goals (Rogers, 1273b)..

11The notion that the poor ca he helped by aiding the rich must

be abandoned" (D.orner, 1972, The degree to which this phenomenon

represents what.has been accomplished in U.S. agriculture is

difficult to assess, because of the shortage of income distribu-

tion data (to which we referred earlier). However, the evidence .

cited in Charts II and VIII points In the direction of rapid giowth

at the expense ofequity.

So-din an aggregate sense, the extension services really have

not helped farmers as a sector, if judgments are based solely on

the rate at which they have paSsed out of farming. At the same

time t'iat the extension services may have contributed to the tech-.
a

nological push which phased so many farmers _..t of agriculture,
,,

other federal agencies have labored to help young farmets enter

the lccupation (such as vocational agriculture programs that

provide high school trainiwg to future farmers, and the Farmers

Home Administration that gives credit and ma_ageMent advice to

yoU4 and low- income farmers), and to stay in it (such as the

-Agrilittultural Stabilization and Conservation SerNice that seeks to

1.7 J
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- .

control farm surplu.tes and thus buoy pp agricultur )ricee).t.

= At the federal level, all of these agricultural agencies are

headquartered in the H.S. Department of Agriculture (it is not

-- unusual to -f ind large Federal -a-gen-c-ies- -t'ryin-g-to-achieve-opposite

purpOses at the same time).

Critics ofthe extension service point out that while it has

sought "to raise average levels of latM cincome, it has done so in

a way that redistributes incomes toward greatet inequality; Many,

of-the othei federal agriCultural agencies have just the opposite

priorities: To increase the equality of farm income distribution,

rather than tO raise total agricultural production.

The Effects of 'the Extension Services

Development of clear causal connections between the

cultural extension service effort and the changes in the agri-

cultural sector which we have noted earlier is'not a simple task,

In a specific case, such as an,innovation like hybrid seed corn,
. 4

some assessment of quantitative results May be possible (Griliches,

1958)4 For the extension services generally, there are -simply too

many factors involved for us to isolate them and interrelate them

successfully.

We noted earlier the general hypothesis of a "technological

push" which relates changes in agriculture to technological im,

proyement and thus to the extension service effort which spreads

. *Especially in th 1930's the Cooperative Extension Service
began a running battle with-the Farm Security Administration (the .

predecessor to the Farmers Home Administration) over just this
issue of growth versus equity (Rice, 1974, p. 62).

597 dI
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that improved technology. While we cannot subject this hypothesis

to a direct 'causal test, we can note trends in the relationships

between thez'facters we have indentified. We have - already commented

-onthe---s.ubata-nt ial rurel--poyu-1-ati-ont-h-eo-r-l-g-ina-1

audience for the extension Servicesand the continuous trend of

the extension program to expand its f.:1110 and personnel, The

substitution of new audiences for old ones is a result of.this
4

trend. An examination of the number of farms per extension agent
.

is illuminating (Chart XXXII).- Even for agricultural agents, the

decline is' striking, from about 2,700 farms per agent in 1920 to

less than 500 in 1970. The average farm acreage per agent has

decreased,less-sharply,,froM 4 -00,000 acres to about 182,000 acres--,

due to the increased size--of.farms. Detertining an-"optimum"

numbet of farms per agent would certainly have to take into account

the relative size and complexity of"their operations and of the

technology to be communicated- -a task with many inconclusive di-

mensions and virtually no relevant data.

Measures of the scope of services provided by the extension

program are complicated by the shortage of comparable data from

different time periods. It is possible to construct some proxy

measures, however. One such measure is the "constant dollar cost

pef extension employee ". If we assume that most-of the change in -

the salary for a given position may be attributed t allowing for

the effects of inflation, then an adjustment for constant dollars

removes this effect. The cost ger employee includes both salary

and the cost ,r all th.supplemental services other than

individual time which the extension service provides. Therefore,
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the constant dollar cost 4 ';r employee includes a fixed component

or the individual salary, ana` the trend in the line should indi-
.

cate the trend for supplemental ervices. This trend (in Chart

XXX-11-1)- -isgeneta-llyupviatd-,--wi-th-3sharpdecJ ine in;--the World

-War II period. $y this measure, the extension program is now .

providing total services which cost three times as much in con-

stant dollars as they did in 1920. This assessment noes not,

however, consider 'the effects of these services or their value
1,

to the recipients. c

The investment in extension services per farm (Charts_ XXXIV

and XXXV) is another-possible measur -f the scope of assistance 1-
/

provided. The generally exponential shape of the curve is readily'
_i

predictable from a combrnation,of the lineer decrease in the /

/.

number.of farms and the geometric , -tease in extension service' /

program costs. Again, the return on this investment is difficult

to assess. Quite possibly, one could demonstrate that each farlm

gets at least-$50 worth of benefits from the extension service/

each year; however, special research would be required to

into this question more precisely. The per capita cost of the

extension program in constant dollars to the people of the U.S.

6 has increased sharply f=rom .70 in 1920 to about 550 in 1970

(Chart XXXVI). Again, the degree to which this cost is offset

by benefits cannot precisely be determined on the basis of

existing data We currently spend a smaller portion of our total

income for food than previously (although, in constant dollars,
/2

we spend a larger amount of mrhey for food, a result perhaps due

to increased'coniumPtf n and Higher proceising and middleman

charges).
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Perhaps the fairest assessment ofthe extension program is

to consider its relationship'to basic -agricultural productivity.

Certainly there are many factors other than extension inputs

involved in productivity increa-ses-. However-,--it--may-begb-Tsibie
. .

to assume that there is a_fairly constant -component of such

increases which may be attributed to extension service activities.

-Calculations based on this assumption are summarized in_Charts

XXXVII and XXXVIII; it appears that- -costs are not substantially
2

higher today (in constant dollars) for the extension service

inpUts to increased corn .pro ctiVity than in.:earlier'years.
- .

Under this productivity criteriofi .of extension service effects,

no:diminution of the effectiveness of the extension effort is
4

_evident, despite the large increases noted earlier in extension

cost per ,farm and per agent.

It should be emphasized again that the-relationships drawn

between extension activities (inputs) and farm productivity out-

comes are by no means causal statements. The data to test causal

hypotheses ,are simply not available without- considerably more

basic research on the relevant-relationstAp funCtions than is at

present available. A generally positive set of associations have

been observed thus far. .It would be it least as correct, as

Hightower (1972) does, to correlate extension activities with

rural depopulation and demoralilation,.the increasing concentration

of land and capital in a relatively few igril)usiness.hinds,,and

the decline in taste and nutritive quality,of our mass - produced

food--and at least as incorrect to attribute causality. Ulti-

mately., the effects of the extension services make themselves felt



in extremely complicated ways. A'erhaps lt is not necessarily
,"

important-for porpOses of t is report to be able to-make unequiv --

ocal statements )out the "effects of-the extension services on
-

U.S. - agriculture ". What is important is to see how the extension
_ .

_ .

program has. changed, agricultural_ and-social patterns have

,changed, and how the two sets,,of changes have interacted to create

the image of the extension service as an effective and cheap way

to diffuse technical knowledge in agriculture Hand -in -hand. goes

the need to explain the ambiguities of that eXperience and the
. -

,special, unreplicable circumstances -which have,conditioned that
1 .

,.r.evolution.
.

4 :--

Overview and Summary

The history of the U.S. agricultural extension program does

-not divide itself neatly and paradigmatically into a series of

evolutionary stages, Rather, it represents a gradual alteration

of the pattern of systematic interrelationships between technology

creators, interpreters, and users. Before presenting our conclU-

-sions about the U.S. experience. ith.-agricultural extension

services, it is-appropriate to review briefly how these interre-,
,

latinnships have changed.

When the extension service began, it formed a linkage be-

tween the producers of agricultural technOlogy and the users of

these innovations, who were predominantly independent operator-

clients. The extension agent (the linker) for-,the most part

carried his information in his head or in some immedidte refer-

ences. Agricultural technology was not particularly shaped by

O
client demand,- since ihere were in the ear:

.61

stages no mechanisms
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for feeding back.such 'demands into the research system. Thus

the information flow-in the early extension service system'was

first to the County agent, during his university training in

agrtulatiire, and thence from him directly to individual farmers.

This relatively simple system soon became modified with the

inclusion of feedback systems to guide agricultural research-into

directions which county agents could ideneifyths areas-Of,im-

Mediate concern to their clients. The provision of `large_ new

amounts Of-public money for agricultural research stimulated-the

production'of new technolOgy, and Created the demand for.extenaidn

----IT-service subject -matter.specialists to form a new link between the

county agent and the technology- generating - system. The pattern

'thus became-one in which the county agent formad a link between

the farmer- client, and he extension specialist, and so another .

layer of interpretation was, created between-the client and the

system.

Meanwhile, forces were acting to change the nature of t e

client group. The general depression in agricultural prices

which lasted thr gh the entire peri6d between the two World Wars

exerted strong economic pressure on farmers, and drove out those

whose operations were only marginally profit Ile. whose farders

who survived were thoie who could accumulate capital and land and--

take advantage of the new technology which the extension agents

were making available, No data exist to judge the degree to-which

the county agents were offering technology ,that was accessible

only-to the wealthy. However, in practice it was those who 'could

afford to adopt these innovations who remained in farming, taking

6'
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over the land of those who could not. In some cases, land fell

into the hands of corporations, either pre - existing -or formed for

the purpose, largely because of-the superiority of the corporate

tormfiT---61-ganization in the accumulation of the necessary-capital.

--base. -Thus the nature of the client group for the extension

services underwent a slow and partial, shift, away foam the indi-

vidual entrepreneur and_toward__the corporate-farmer,_many of
,

whom,had independent a,:cess to agricultural technology. -In many

cases, then, the local extension agent fo.iind that the most sucess-
,

fill farmers no longer needed him.las a conduit for agricultural
-

technology; they preferred to reach directly to the universities

and thus form their own links with researchers,

The county agents, 'in turn, began to discover.other dcnands

for their assistance from rural non-farm people and, ultimately,

from urban audiences. As the bound& on their audiences became

looSer, the nature of the information which they had to dispense

became more and more widely dispersed, and the need for the exten-

sion specialist as intermediary between the researcher and the

agents, more striking.' SpeCialisti in more diverse areas were

required. The per sable subject-matter of the extens on services

mlunderwent a radical roadening; the effect was to require a more

complicated research and backup system.

At the same-time, there was no slackening of the demane tor.

further advances in agricultural technology. The strongest de-

mands came, as night be expected, from the most articulate and

best-organized farmers (partly through their pressure group, the

American Farm Bureau Federation). What these larger farmers
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demanded was, for the most part, more capital- intensive tech--

nology, Which offered the highest returns for the capital they

had to invest. The effect of this concentration of extension

service activities on capital-intensive agriculture was, of

course, to leave the poorer .farmer even more disadvantaged,.. since
.

the extension agent did not have much f.:_o offer him. This pro-
..

cess, in turn;-increased the exodus Irom the farms, and encouraged '

the-increasing concentration of the Most productive farming opera.,

tions.in the *hands of corporate structures.

-At preAeht,,the extension agent -is a multidimensional ,conduit

for a Vide variety of tecl.ology to a wide variety of audiences.

His original audience, the independent farmer needing technical

-
expertise, is becoming extinct. -Theneed for change-agentry in

its original missionary sense has'largely disappeared, at le st in

relation to the farm audience, although it remains an extension

service preoccupation for the new, poor, urban audiences.

Thus the agricultural extension services have undergone major

changes of focus. Today, there-is no one "agricultural extension

model"; instead there is a consistent s'et of assumptions and

philosophies about technology generation, transmission, and com-

munication, and a constantly shifting set of administrative

frame-

work. The extension system has displayed remarkable persistence

and ability to restructure its relationships as conditions changed,

and this adaptability may be its most striking and important

aspect.
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3

Conclusions

In this-review of the development of the Cooperative Exten-

siOn Service in the U.S., we have noted a.number of different

stages in the development of` the system and a number of consistent

elements which appear at different stages in different form. To

summarizevour review, we present here an outline of theie elements

and how they have changed.

We believe there are eight main elements `in the agricultural

extension model, which we state in general terms so that .these

_elements can be used to analyze other research utilization systems

in our summary of the various cases we revi e4?

1. 'A critical mass of_ new technology, so that-the diffusion :

system has a body of innovations- with ,potential usefulness to

practitioners.

2.- A research sub-system oriented to utilikation, as a

result of the.incentives and rewards for researchers, research

funding policies, an the personal ideologies uf the researchers.,

3. _A high degree of user control over the research utilize-

,tiou process, as evidenced throUgh client participation in.po:

determination, attention to user-needs in guiding research and

extension decisioas, and the importance accorded feedback from .

clients 'on the system's effectiveness. ;r4

4. Structural linkages among the !research utilization sys-
j

tern's components, as provided by a shared conception of system, by

use of a common "language" by members oft, the aystem, and by a.

4idommon sense of mission. Such internal linkage between researchers

and users must be maIntained over time.
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5. A high degree nf client contact 'by the linking sub-

system, which is facilitated by reasonable agent:client ratios

and by a relattively homogenous client audience.

6777V"Spannable".social distance across e.Ach interface

between components in the system,-4i which the social distance, ,

may reflect; levels of professionalism, formal education, technical

expertise, and specialization.. Generally, these variables de-

_crease in degree as-Onemoves from the research tib-;system (where-

Ph.D.'s are usually-employed), through linkers, to_the:clien

sub-system:
.

'7. Evolution as.a.comidete-system,-iathef than the research

'utilization sys.tem having been grafted onas an additional compo-

nent-of an existing system.

8. A high degree of control by the system over its envIron-
:.

ment,*and thus the system is able to shape the environment rather

than passively reacting to changes.in this environment. Such a
c

, -

system is less likely to face unexpected crises or competitors;

and usually can obtain adequate resources.' The degree of.control
,

is expressed through the system's power base, its perceived

legitimacy, and,its amount of political-legal influence.

Table 1 details' how these elements have coexisted at four

general stages in the evalutIon of Cooperative Extension Service.

We will eturntto these elements. as a framework for analyzing
a

other experiences with the extension model after our case reviews

of these, experiences. For now, the following generalizations may

be offered about the agricultural extension model:
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Main zlements in,
:he' Agricultural

Ektension Model

'..A critical
mass of new
technology

2-:.A.researdh

sub- system

oriented to
utilization

3. A high de-
gree of user
control over
the resarch'..,,

utilization
system,

4. Structural
linkages_ among

the research
utilization
System's

components

5. A high degree
of client con-
tact by the
linking sub-
system

ei

Table

O
'

,Main Elements in the Agricultural

`Extension Service Over Time

.
Eras in the Development of 'the Agricultural Extension_Model in the U.S. ,

,

Pre - Extension Institutionalizatic, :,' Growth`:,`. . , Recent(142-1910) :1911 about 1925) (Abouti1925rabout 1955) o' (About 1955 to the present)

Little; Concenr
'trated in the

--private sector

Dominated by, in-

dividual entrepre-
neurs/inventors
(e.g.tfarm-machtn-
ery inventors)

r ner'control
exerted through
the market for
technology

Linkages between
land-grant:col-
leges and agri-
cultural experi-
ment stations

Little regular-
ized contact of
agricultural
experts with
farmers

Growth of academic
research-base

kept byesearcher&
with farm backgrounds.

Rise of Farm Bureaus
at the local level

County agents form
linkage between
farmers and tIsearch-
ers

County "agents estab

lisheclin almost
every county in the,
U.S.

Increa§inispeCIAliza-
tion'ofresearca fields)

..:start of the "agriculT
tural revolution"

Development o reward
syttere to en urage
resea translation
into cice

Farm Bureaus federate into-
a national pressure group,
and are replaradas lohA.

,program planning Fodies by
county. advisory councils

.Exten§iospecialist role,
added to improve linkage
between county agents.
and researchers

,Total number of extension
staff triple during 30-
ycar period from 5,000 to
15,000, while number of
lrmers decrease

-The "agricultural rev-_
olutioh"; Tederal funds
for research eachabout
'$Z00 milliofi per year

Rewerd s)bcem continues..-
.

to encouiage utilization -._
. ,

Farmer ,participation 341
extension program plan
ning continues

gesearchers and special-
ists now linked to agri-'--

businoss firms,' and '

thro,:ghcounpy agents, 6
non-farm audiencep,

Decline in county -level

extension staff, while
'state-specialists in-
crease in numbers; about
500 farmers per extension:.
agent
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Table . Continued

-Main Elements in
the Agricultural

--Extension M el

Eras in the Development of the Agricultural Extension Model in the U.S.
Pre-Extension Institutionalization Growth Recent -

(1862-1910) (1911-about 1925) (About 1925-about 1955) (About 1955.to the present)

6. A "spannable
dis-

tance across
each interface
between com-
penents in the._
system '

7. Evolution as
a complete
system

8. A high_degree

of control by
the system
over its
environment

No.effective
cortact between
researchers and
farmers

Little previous
agricultural re-
.earch until
laid -grant col-
leges and agri-
cultural experi-
ment stations are
established

Land-grant col-
leges enjoy
public support

County agents link
effectively with
their farm audience

County agent estab-
lished as a new
linking sub-system

Involvement of local
Farm Bureantq-iin sup-

porting extension
services; county
agents have high cred-
ibility for farmers

Extension specialists
added in order to link
County agents with
researchers

Extension specialists
arise as andther new
part of the extension :
system

Support for appropri-
ations from AFBF
(American Farm
Bureau Federation)

-Greater extension efforts-
on non-farm topics and
audiences, but with 1.ess
success than in technical
agriculture

Extension continues along
familiar lines of' organi.
zation, but addt wider
scope to "Program

Cooperative Extension
Service given credit by
public for the "agri-
cultural revolution"
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1. The agricultural extension model has changed considerably

-since its origin in 1911, in response to alterations in its enciy-

ronment, and these adjustments are one reason for its relative

success.

2. Theeagrichltural extension model is based on client

participation in id'ntifying local needs, program planning, and

evaluation and feedback.

3. Agricultural research activities are oriented toward

potential utilization of res-arch results, such as through reward

system's for researchers, and this pro-utilization policy fa-ili-

tates the linking function of the extension specialist and the

county agent.

4. State-level extension specialists are in close social

and spatial contact with agricultural researchers and professors

in their specialty, and this facilitates their performance in

linking -research-based kBowledge to farmer problems.

5. The agricultural extension model seems to have been more

effective in diffusing_s_gricultural plAuction technology to

farmers, than in its latter -day extensions to other subject-matter

content, and to non-farm audiences.

6. The ,griculturel extensi n todel now recognizes the im-

portance of communication as a basic_procens-skill of change agents,

and pro-,,ides communication training on an in-service basis.

7. The agricultural extension model inclqdes not only a

systematic procedure' for the diffusion of innovations from Tesearch-

.ers to farmers, but alsoinstitutionalized means for orienting

research activities toward users' needs; thus the land -grant
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A
college/agricultural experiment-station /extension service

complex is a research utilization system, including innovation-

diffusion as only one component.

8. If success is measured only-by-continued growth in size

(in funds and personnel), the extension services have been highly,

successful due (1) to their ability-to adjust to envir "nment

changes, and (2) to the strong support of the American Farm Bureau

Federation, and.to elite farm leaders.

9. The extension'services' elitist orientations have invited

criticism for a lack of concern with rural social problems, some

of which resulted from the >rior activities of the extension ser-

vices in diffusing technological innovations in agriculture.*
o

.

If the first county agent in 1911 could meet his contempbral7

counter-parts in Broome County we wonder if he would recognize

their activities as representing extension work. Low-income aides.

Long distance phone calls to state extensio. specialists in Ithaca.

Talk of laggards, opinion leaders, and the two-step flow of com-

muni cation. Golden hamsters instead of-baby.beeves.

We doubt it.

Now we turn to the analysis of the seven cases of extending

the agricultural extension model, and shift'from our report's

first objective of describiag the agricultural extension model,

and its effects on the agricultural revolution, to the tecond

objective of analyzing its extensions.

*More specifically, the activities of the extension Services
over the years have focused rather narrowly on immediate technical
problems in agriculture, rather than on the longer -rangy social,
political, economic, and ecological consequences of, technological
change in U.S. agriculture.
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SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE (DREW) EXPERIMENT .

WITH RESEARCH UTILIZATION SPECIALISTS

The Social .and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) is one of the

two agencies within the Department of Health, Education and.Welfare -;

to have attempted a -research utilization program based directly on

the agricultural extension model (the other, as we shall sec., is

the U.S. Office of EdUcation). The SRS was created in 1968.by

merging the former VocatiOnal Rehabilitation Administration (VRA),

tKe Welfare Administration,the Administration on Aging, and

several smaller social service programs, to improve coordination

of income maintenance and rehabilitative programs. The first

Administrator of SRS was Mary Switzer, formerly the head of VRA,

who had st:ongly championed the rehabilitation approach in federal

goVernment. Under her direction the new Rehabilitation Services

Administration (RSA), successor to VRA, continued to enjoy a large

measure of autonomy, even though it was one,sub-unit in SRS.*

Research authority and funding has been part of the vocational

rehabilitation-(VR) effort almost since its creation. However,

research has never been closely integrates into the actual opera-,

.tion of the VR program. In comparison with the Cooperaz..ive Exten-

sion Service, VR is even more a state-operated program, with the

federal role largely limite" to funding and the setting of-broad

program guidelines. There Are wide differences among the states

in the operation of the VR program, the administrative arrangements,

*It should be noted that SRS has been extensively reorganized
since the experience reported here.
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1

and the quantity and qualifications of staff. Federal research

sponsorship has always rested in a central "research office"

which related, to the state-operated VR activities through the

director of the VR program. The separation between the line.

offices administering VR programs and the staff office setting

research priorities has apparently led to some questions abort

the "relevance" of research and the "utilization" of the research

results.
. .

A complicating factor was-the touchy political situation

surrounding the VR program. Under Ms. Switzer, the program estab-

lished a reputation as one of the few federal programs which in a

sense "paid for itself" in-terms of its contribution of trained

(rehabilitated) people to the-economy. This reputation was care-

fully cultivated through an elaborate reporting system in which

"case closures" were the primary measure of success, and as a

result of this strategy, the lift program consistently had support

from all parts of the political spectrum in Congress. VR research

funds over the years apparently were influenced by a sensitivity

co Congressional interests on the part of the administrat

Thus research directions were not guided directly by prac itioners'

needs and problems.

Thus there emerged a large body o.f research findings relating

to rehabilitation strategies and methods, for which no pre,

established utilization 'rocedtrre existed. At the same time,

increasing pressures on state VR operations began to create needs

for program improvement innovations, and the logical question

arose as to how the research literature could meet these needs.
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In general, the main conduit for such research-based information

had been literature-searching by individuals in some state VR

agencies. In 1966, follow' 4 pressure on the federal VRA from-a

conference of state VR directors,* an "Office of Research Utili-

zation" was set up in Washington, and publication of Research

Briefs was established to precis some of the research literature

into a more useful form.

The rather small steps toward research utilization were

follo.wed in 1968 by an experiment_ with "research utilization

specialists" (RUS) in the state VR agencies. This effort, patterned

explicitly on the agricultural extension model,** established nine
ct

pilot projects in state VR -offices (une state, was.chpsen from each

of the HEW regions). Nines percent federal funding was provided,

with each RUS budgeted at fro $25,000 to '$50,000 per year (Backer

an&Glaser, 1974)-. Thus the total RUS operation. represents about

$2 million in federal and state funds over the five year period of

experimentation. .RSA guidelines for the RUS projects suggested

that applicants should have at least a Masters' degree andtwo

years of experience as a rehabilitation counselor at the operational

level.- Primarily, the new RUS's had been counselors and administra-

tors on the staff of a state VR agency. Three of the new RUS's had

*At this conference in December, 1966, much interest was shown
by state and federal VR officials in the agricultural extension model.

**The 1968 Guidelines from the RSA creating the research- utili-
zation specialists began: "These Guidelines are based on research ,

utilization experiences in fields other than rehabilitation, one, of
the early models being that of the Counuy Agricultural Agent"
(Hamilton and Muthard, 1475).
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PH-.D.'s.* Administration of the RUS program was deliberately left

the discretion of each'of the nine.states (an approach thor-

oughly consistent with the history of the VR program generally) to

encourage experimentation with different'organizational and opera-

tional systems.

In 1973 the Office of Research Utilization, together with the

other research programs previously operated by the component

agencies within SRS, was moved to the Office of the Assistant

Administrator (SRS) for Planning, Evaluation, and Research. This

centralilation of the research function -within SRS marked a

continuation of the trend to separate research from operations,

and gave added Weight to the necessity to develop an effective

utilization scheme.

An involved evaluation effort by Edward Glaser and Associates

of Las Angeles (Glaser and Backer, 1973; Backer and Glaser, 1974;

Glaser. And Backer, 1975; Hamilton and Muthard, 1975) followed the

nine projects, and forms the basis for the following review. A

questionnaire to more than 1,500 rehabilitation professionals in

the :line states was supplemented with field visits and document

analysis.

Comparability between the state RUS projects is severely

Hampered by the enormous disparities between the projects in terms

of client load, complexity of administrative machinery, and

relative influence of the RUS function. HoWever, a few consistent

*And had been high-level state officials in their NR agency,
suggesting they may haye possessed a high degree cc organizational
power, but not necessarily a firm commitment to organizational
change.
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geneidlizations can be drawn from the RUS experience:

1. The RUS's had to create their own sets of functions,

-dependent largely on their own relationships with the rest of the

staff and the place within the kierarchy of-the state organization

where they came to rest. There_was no "great groundswell" of

need for their services which needed only to be tapped. On the

contrary. the RUS's had to first find pieces of,research to utilize,

then work out a setting in which to utilize them. Their most

successful activities were a series of such special "blue-ribbon"

projects--two or three to a State--r"ther than an ongoing_response

to the felt needs of line staff for research-based information.
4

Generally, the problem of gaining and standing and acceptance of

their role as,research-to-practice lin rs continued to plague

the.RUS's.*

2. The "clientele" ofithe RUS were not the persons to be.

rehabilitated, but rather pirofeisional individuals in the admini

strative structure of the-ocational rehabi_itaien agency. Thus,
4

-the -RUS's were mol-e like tie extension specialist in the state

extension serviced than thL county-agent. The RUS's visibility

within their state agency had much to do with the -impact of their

research utilization functlion. Over the nine projects, 51 percent

of the professiondls sury

(Glaser and Backer, 1975)

ticularly important since

*In several of the n
advisory committee of VR
helpful in gaining accept
Muthard, 1975, p. 46).

y d had had some contact with their KUS
1/4

This problem of visibility is par-

as we noted earlier, it was largely up

ne states, the RUS's formed a project
gency officials, which was considered.
bee of their function (Hamilton and
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to the RUS himself to identify needs which his research-based

knowledge might be able to alleviate. It seems quite clear t-hat

staff members in state rehabilitation agencies are not trained to

identify problems as "researchable" questions--the degree to which

they are -led to think of research as having problem solutions

largely depends on presenting them with new predefined programs

based on research.

3. The greatest response was to RUS activities which improved

the ability of the individual counselor (rehabilitation caseworker)

to "close cases". PlaCement workshops in Massachusetts, parapro-

fessional training programs-in New Jersey, and the like, were best

In general, RUS projects which dealt with the expansion

of services (particularly in Wisconsin and Missouri) were less

opular. .Research utilization priorities, which it the plot

framework appeared to be shaped primarily by what topics an indi-

vidual RUS could get someone to listen to, are thus more responsive

to ,,immediate crises than to oystem-level growth ,nd anticipation ol
5,-

. 0future requirements.

4. As long as the RUS operation remained limited to a single

individual somewhere in the stet.. rehabilitation burcticracy, the

utilization of research findings was sporadic and limited by sheer

availability of time, even if the administrative setting was
0

congenial. In California, where the state VR operation employs a.

staff of about 1,300, the "cry existence of the RUS was known only

in a narrow radius around the state headquarters in Sacramento,
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and the RUS was faced with a rather hopeless client ratio:*

simply grafting a "research utilization" function into an o

/
Clearly,

therwise

'unchanged system does.not prodUce wide changes in organizati

behavior.

onal

5. In general, the experience with the RUS's did not ju

all the early hopes for the new arrangement, although a numbe

st

tate

real accomplishments were recorded. The RUS"projects have, a

relatively small cost, introduced some innovations into nin

VR operations,,, and may continue to do so in some cases. They h

not generally succeeded in establishing routine access of these

agencies' employees to the mass of rehabilitation research, or i

ave

creating a "research utilization climate". They have been about

as effective as any small demonstration grant project in the area

w10.ch they have addressed (the so- called "blue-ribbon" projects),

but that limited success has little to do with.the deeper question

of research utilization. Any state agency, if it has the funds,

can 'always find one or two pieces of research to turn into demon-

strations. Thus, the, RUS activity in _the SRS h4s not come to-grips

with the basic problem: low to bring the mass Of research results

together with a full range of agency problems.

6. There has, however\been enough payoff from the RUS effort

to maintain six of the nine projects under state funding after the

end of direct federal support in-June, 1974. Only one of the state

*The activities of each RUS was extended somewhat by his use
of a microfiche reader and a microfiche set of the 2,000 final
reports from SRS-funded research and demonslration projecta; Backer
and Glaser (19741 consider this use of an automated information
system to be very helpful to the RUS's.
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programs was terminated prematurely. The administrative arrange-

ments have in most cages been substantially rearranged after the
-
end -of federal funds.

The roots of this discouraging experience can probably

traced to certain features of both the VR program generally, and

to the specific implementation of the RUS strategy. First, over

the years the VR program has built its reputatiOn for sucess on

its rate of Case-closures--that 4s, persons rehabilitated to

productive life. The reporting system, which in,some states is

virtually a "closure quota" system, puts a high premium on rapid

handling-of each client case. Clearly,- research aimed at iden-

tifying new classes of unmet needs will not be likely, to find .

ready acceptance in such an administrative climate; any research

which speeds the case cloture process will be accepted, provide

the already overworked counselor does not himself have to think

'

the problem through. Given the nature of this demand structure,

perhaps the "special project" emphasis of the RUS at the state

office level is about the best variety of research utilization

which could be expected.

Second, the fact that the RUS represented an "outside graft"

onto the state structure, rather than an organic growth out of it,

reinforced the separation of research utilization versus case

closure priorities which we have noted previously. Extra federal

dollars, even earmarked dollars, are usually welcomed by state

agencies--but the traditions of federal `project grants, and the

methods of accounting for them, reinfor-;e a pattern in which the

"federal,project" is seen as an activity separate from the normal

SO
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run of state-level agency'administration. A dynamic waP set up

between the regular staff and the RUS which implied that they were

seeking separate, goals -- rather then moving ,toward a synthesis of

purposes. This "ascribed conflict" in the position of the RUS put

a ver: .i.eavy strain on the personal resources of individuals

occupying the position--a strain which was only in a few cases

overcome.

Finally, the entire RUS-project illustrates the weakness and

slippage inherent in:a system where research priorities are set

at the federal level,'largely in terms of system -wide needs, and

utilization is sought at the stateand local level, whose priori.-

ties r be quite different. Two separate hierarchies tend to

have at least two separate sets of goals--and the separation be-

tween the hierarchies complicates the resolutiom of differences.

To expect a-single "linking-pin"-research utilization- speclalist

to overcome this diacontinuity requires a substantial "leap into'

fai=th ". 'it is to the credit of SRS that they sponsored an ex-

tenSive and realistic evaluation of the RUS activity, and that

the evaluation -results were given wide attentipn by state atria .

P

.
d , .

federal_officiais'in the RSA and -SRS:
v.

However, in this case of the RUS in the SRS, the agricultural

extension model in application seems to have foundered on a

combination of*organizational and administrative dynamics, con-

flictihg priorities, andi,lack of a clear vier.: of just what the

role of the RUS was supposed to Se.

So we conclude that despite some successes in Introducing

changes instate operations, the_SRSexperiment with research
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utilization specialists (RUS's) was'a largely unsuccessful attempt

to extend the agricultural extension morrel 1.1ecause it neple'cted

certain elements in the- model. Thi RUS appreac... started with a-

body of completed research, and tried to get it translated into

use. It did not create a researohutilzation system,

THE U.S. OFFICE OF EDI'CATION EXPERMIMENTC WITH

EDUCATIONAL EXTENSION'- AGENTS

The U.S. Office.of Educatio'n (OE) came to its research role

much later than VRA, but with considerably more impetus. Until

the /late 1950's the OE-was a very.,small'group of subject-matter

specialists, administering a few small programs of assistance to

A
'state education a- gencies (SEA's) for limited pruposes. The

National Defense Education Act of°1956 marked the beginning of

the growth of 0E.iro a major organization, but it was not until
,

*Ile Elementary and,Secondary Education-Act of-1964 (ESEA) that
--,-..

.

the real shock occurred. In two years the agel'7ncy quadrupled in
.. . ..,

'size, and took o'er a w ole new range of functions and-Inecs of

.

C
,regufation and control n education.

Title IV of'the ESEA created anew program pf education

research grants, and the OE reorganization of 1965 set up a Bureau

of Research (BR) to administer this activity; it contained divi-

sions of elementary education research, higher education research;

vocational education research--in'short, it was suF'posed to serve

as the research arm of the o..her component bureaus of OE, which

accordingly had no research programs of their own. The suddeness

of the growth of this area, and the creation of BR,, di0 not -allow
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OE to develop a fully rational plan for, the effective utilization'

of its research fupds. Instead, for several years BR was content

to fund applications as they were received, since there were few

resource.constraints. By the late 1960's, with the beginning of

federal funding cutbacks, BR moved to a "centers of excellence"

concept, creating a set of-R&D centers and 20 "regional educational .

laborato:ies" to orient research activities toward developing"

educational innovations. However,- there was still no t:ilization

plan, and relatively little monitoring to see what use was being

made of the centers so created.*

.One of the,activities emerging from this period of retrench-

ment in the research function was a computer-based,repearch

cataloging system called "Educational Resources Information Center"

(ERIC). Patterned on successful systems such as tht National

Library of ijine, ERIC was seen as an information system to

bring research results together in order to exz.edite aserch

process'by users. It was essentially a passive resource, but it

represented a step toward 'applying research results to particular

areas; at least it made it possible to determine which areas and

topics had been studied. The ERIC system was implemented through

a series of 17 clea inghouses throulhout the country, and was

centrally managed by BR's Division of Educational Technology.

As BR's efforts began to be more closely scrutinized on

utilization criceria in a period of declining resources, attention

*A useful review of the v ious research-to-practice linkage
systems in the field of U.S. ucation is Butler-Paisley and
Paisley' (1975).
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turned increasingly to ERIC--one of the most solid products of the

whdle educational research effort. While it waS a resource of

unquestioned value, it was clear that it was not being tapped to

anyWhere near the degree that it might be. The cost and effort

involved for teachers to use ERIC simply was greaer than they

could afford. An evaluation survey of ERIC users in 1970 by

Frey (1972) found that 62 percent of the users were college students.
A 1

Only 21 percent of the users were teachers.

In 1970, .C.le reorganization of OE broke up the old Bureau of

Reset'-ch, and ERIC becamepart of the new National Center for

Education Communication. NCEC determined that a concentrated effort

increase the use of research resources should be tested, and

accordingly began the "Pilot State Dissemination Project" in 1970- -

again, as in the SRS case, lased explicitly on the agricultural

extension model, 'even to the name "educational extension agents". .

From the beginning, the thrust of this approach was t( 'ncrease the

utilization of ERIC.

Educational Extension Agents

The effort was fairly'Ismall-scale, limited to seven areas in

three states. Each area had a full-time "educational. extension

agent" assigned to it, .who roamed etrough the schools in the area

(one or'more school distrIcts) looking for teachers who had

problems about,whi.ch there might be research solutions. In each.

of-the three state education agencies theye was an information

retrieval sAcialist (or gr'oup) who took the request broug in

by the local agents and searched the resource bank (pi"marily ERIC)

for ap ropriate references. When appropriate information was
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identified, the atnt would take it back to the requestor. The

agents also played a variety of consultative roles, depending on

their particular expertise. The most significant part of the

experiment, however, was the use of the educational extension

agents as intermediaries between the reseatch,banks and the poten-

tial users (that is, teachers). The goal was to avoid setting
A

up an ascribed "expertise gap" _between users and the information

system.* Furt er, the agent/client ratio was much more reasonable

than for the R S's, with about five to ten school buildings and

100 to 200 teachers'-per agent.

As in the SRS program, the role of the "educational extension

agent" was largely developed by the individuajl occupying the po-

sition, and each of the seven operated somewhat differently. In

contrast to the SRS RUS's, the OE agents were not directly a part

of the organization to which their services were being rendered--

the OE "clients" were teachers and school administrators, while

the educational extension agents were identified as SEA personnel.

The educational extens4 tt agents' "authority" was thus consulti.-,

and demanded a rather astute mixture of rational, problem-solving

and inter-personal relations to build appropriate working connec-
t

frons with the systems, schools, and teachers with whom they worked.

What was needed was a degree of informal manipulation of the power

structures in the local school systems; most of the agents became

*In fact, Sic.fer (1973b) concludes that a crucial factOr in
the acceptance of one educational agents was their similarity in
superior subject knbigledge or organizational rank between the
agent and the teacher-clients
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very adept at this ability during the experiment. This lack of

official power was a positive. factor in increasing the acceptanpe

of the agents' service;:not only were certain intraorgar. .ational

dynamics avoided,.but the agents had to "try harder", rather than

relying on the system to see them through. The- right of the client

to define his needs and choose his solutions meant that the educa-

tional extension agent was not held responsible for proQiding "bad

information", and was an important factor in the teachers' accept-

ance of the extension agents (Sieber, 1973o).

Like the SRS, OE deserves considerable credit for carrying

out a full-scale evaluation of the project while . was under way

(through the Bureau of Applied Social Research, Columbia University).

It is by no means a usual pattern for demonstration programs in

DHEV to receive so careful a rev3.. . The evaluation in-the OE case

was generally positive, indicating that the presence of-the agents

in the target areas had'indeed led to a much greatef utilization

of the ERIC research bank than existed in non-target areas, and

that the results of the service were generally satisfactory to the

teacher recipient: (Sieber, 1973a and 1973b; Sieber and Louis, 1973;
Pt&

Sieber and others, 1972).*

A number of specific guidelines for a fuller program emerged

from the evaluation, particularly in terms of administrative and

support arrangements. However, several key questions about the

*One federal official who was involved with this program
suggests that the evaluations may have been less critical than
deserved due to modest initial expectations about program accom-
plis'Iments.
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reasons for variations in utilizatiJn rates remained a mystery and

resulted in uncertai.ntyand debate about the likely succesa of an

expanded version of the educational-extension program. Because of

this' uncertainty, plans for a national expansion of educational

extension Agents, which were dev.1,,ped late in 1971, were Shelyed.

A plan for a more modest experimental expansion of the system was

developed in order to resolve key questions underlying the debate

over its potential success as a national program. This experi-

mental program was never implemented, apparently because of loss

of key agency personnel and shifting agency p_iorities.

Departmental strategy in early 1971 called for services such

as dissemination to be developed and finanCed by-SEA's through

revenue- sharing and other mechanisms, rather than through_ federal
5,1r.

project grant funds. The experience with revenue-sharing t44-4date;,

however, does not indicate that innovative programs such as an

W extension-network are often implemented by SEA's which arg hard-

pressed by competing demand's far revenue-sharing funds from

established programs. Until 1974, the notion of a national educa-

tional dissemination system remained a good idea whose time had

not yet come. We shall shortly desCribe the National Diffusion

Network Program that eventua-'y emerged in 1974-75, and she ow

it built upon some of the experiences gained in the earlie

att- -3t at,gducaticaal extension.

Comparison of the Educatidnal Extension Agents and the RUS's

What are the features of the educational extension program

'which led it to a degree of success, rather than to the general
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disappointment,of RUS program? We have already noted that

the inability of the agents to rely on their "officia) position"

to establish their role required them to develop a network of

unofficial relationships which proved a basis for the development

of collegial working relationships. Moreover, the prior patterns

of inter-organizational relations reinforced this developing

relationship, in contrast to the staff-line conflict which we

noted with the RUS's. One of the traditional roles of the SEA

vis-a-vis local school systems has been the provision of technical
.z.

research advice;rr 4nd consultation, and the presence of the sduca-
.-,:,

tional extension agenteaulsi be seen simply as a more effectivi'

means of carrying out this` traditional. function._ In short,, the

basic value of the service-being provided was mutually agreed upon

by all parties before the arrangement began.

Not only was there agreement on the general principle involved,

but the educational extension agenr was more oriented to a "re-

sponse to user needs" than was, the RUS approach. In fact, one of

the evalnatbr's criticisms of the educational extension agent

program was that it remained almost exclusively responsive, and

made litti, effort to "diagnose" p:eoblems and to help actively in

the definition of needs. ?This in spite of the fact that the OE

program began with an "increase-the-use-of-ERIC" motivation. By

operating in this responsive mode, the OE extension agents enjoyed

a high level of acceptance amcng their clients. The RUS's, on the

other hand, were often seen as running around with a bag of re-
.

search results trying to find someone to push them onto, an

approach not endearing to already busy professionals.
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Several observers, includinrthosP acted the formal

evaluations, comlented that a major departUre,of the educational
-)

.

extension agent agram from the traditional agricultural extension

'model is that /the potential "adopters" of ,research results were in

the educatf'n 1 case located in organizational rather than indi-

"vidual setti gs. Teachers are organized in schools, while farmers

act mainly individuals.' Thus organizational-dynamics enter .

into Lhe adoption decision, as well as individual criteria. While

this organi ational aspect Ls involved to a degree, it is certainly

the case that the educatioWal extension agents operated -in a

climate f closer to that of the-agricultural extension model:-
,

than did tv^ RUS's. Many research findings in the educational area

can be utilized'effectively by an individual teacher; relatively

few needs which surfaced through a mechanism such as the education

extension agents required system-wide action to implement-an inno-

5.- F vation. On the other hand, almost all'of the VR research with

which the RUS's had to work required system-level activity; very

little was within the power of the individual VR counselor to

accept or reject. The RUS could. thus'hope at best for a few major

successes; the educational extension agent could look for"a.large

number of small successes (that is, innovation-adoptions), which,

after,a1A, is closer to the goal of research utilization and more

parallel with the agricultural extension situation. The agents

were able for the most part Xo avoid the problem of "multiple

goals" which plagued the RUTS effort.

In a peculiar sense, the lack of clear research planning in

the original educational research effort may have made it easier
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/
to utilize the results, than in the case of the more pric-itized

VR system. Leaving the topics to be researched primarily to the

interests of the researchers led ta considerable concentration on

individual classroom experimentation, rather than tf,e more

difficult school system-level analysis. As wd.haveseen, it is

primarily for this classroom-oriented research that most oppor-

tunities for utilization exists. Thus the body of research with

which the educational extension agents had to deal was at the

outset more usable, And more relevant to the potential addpters,:

than was that available. to-the RUS's. In short, much of the

difference-in they two experiences may be attributable to the

different nature of the "product" in the two cases, as well as

-the differences in the administrative arrangements employed.

In general, the OE pilot program, while quite limited in

scope, was apparently more successful than that of the SRS. In

large measure, this difference may,be attributed to the fact that

the educational system,is more closely analogous tr the agricul-

tural system than :.re the state VR agenciet. In on, 'the

OE program was able to dopt a set of administrative arrangements

which avoided many of the sources of "_organizational static"

which appeared in the SRS approach (it should be added t at the

decentralized, model used by OE could not have been k by by SRS,

belause of the different nature of the two programs) In neither

case is the evidence clear and unambiguous that the agricultural

extension model is the sale or best answer'to the problem,of

research utilization; a major part of the utilization problemt
remains the lack"of connection between need-identification and the
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instigation of research and inquiry, and no extension model has

satisfactorily cured this ill, found in many federal programs..

However, at least in ,the case of educational research where the

parallels with the agricultural situation are not stretched too

thinly/ the use Of the agricultural extehsion model can provide

an alleviation for srme of the more serious difficulties in

research utilization. Neither the U.S. Office of Education nor

the Social and Rehabilitt.cion Service quite grasped the total

scope of the agricultural extension model: They only implemented

a system to diffuse existing innovations (based on prior research)

to users, -but failed tc establish a research utilization system

that also included means N' which users' needs 'ould be translated

into research problems. To make a.metaphor, 0Eand SRS established

an extension service, but not the other components of the land-

grant
,

college/agricultural experiment station/extensio, service

complex. Perhaps the SRS and OE attempts at extending The ,gri-
.

Zultural extension model world have been relatively more success-

ful if they had implemented the entire research utilization

complex,' instead of just the innovation-diffusion component, but

such a broader scope vou:,1 have involved much greater costs and
0

necessitated major restructuring of the two organizations, without

any guarantee's of additional success.

If the U.S. Office of Education experience with educational

extension agents was relatively more succ..ssful than the Social

and Rehabilitation Service's RUS program, why might this be so?

We conclude that three considerations would be most important in

affecting the relative success of these two attempts to exted

the agricultural extension model:
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1. A greater degree of users' needs-orientation was displayed

by the educational extenaion agents than by the RUS's: The

educational' agent started with-his client's problem, the 'RUS with

his accumulated research knowledge.

2. The education agents'' clients were mainly individua

teachers and administrators, while the RUS's clients were sub-
.

systems within the state SRS agency. Thus the client-as-Lidivisdual'

assumption of the agricultural extension model was more easily

,transferred to the U.S. Office of Education activity, where the

extension agents- introduced innovations to teachers, rather than

trying to change schools.

3. The educational extension agent had more realistic client

ratios than hiS SRS counterpart: He typically operated in several

local school districts, while the RUS was officially assigned Co

serve all of the SRS personne1-74n an entire-stateT=ranging up to

'1,300 in one state.

National Diffusion Network Program

/-
A different approach to the diffusion of education innovations

was begun by the U.S. Office of Education, with some mini *um

assistance from the National Institute of Education (NIE) in 1974.*

It is called the "National Dthusior Network Program", and.

represents several important changes and modifications from

(1) the agricultural extension model, and (2) the educational

J

U.

.*NIE was created in.1972 with a goal of reforming educational
practice in the U.S. (Clark and Guba, 1974). At, the same time,
however, OE also continued with its dissemination-activities..
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extension agent pilot project of the early 1970's, which directly

influenced the'diffusion strategies followed by the N tional

- .

Diffusion Network Program. The most Important of these strat-

egies

1. The source of educational innovations are developer/

-demonstrators (D/D's), local schoold or school teachers that

invent and cievelop:a new idea, perhaps with some assistance from

technical experts like college professors, R-6r D laboratories, or

commercial,suppliers. In order to become a D/Di a description of

the innovation developed is submitted, along with evaluatIVeevi-
r,

denc of i1 fe. innovation's relative advantage, to an expert-com-

miite in yashington called the Joint Disseminal,tion Review *Panel

(JDRP), composed of OE and NIE staff. Once approved by this

committee,' the innovation, is considered-a "validated practide."

In July,,1974, when the National Diffusion Network Program was

launched,'31 D/D's were approved and funded; nix more were added

in l974-74; and 36 more'in 1975, making a total.of 73 validated /

and OE-funded innovations. In addition, 50 or so other innovati Ils

(an(PD/D'S) were approved, but not funded by OE.

Obvidusly, the emphasis on local schoold.as' inventors/

developers in the National Diffusion Network Program reflected'

shift in OE'thinking away from expert R & D sources of educ1tional

innovations,* and recognized the greater credibility attached to

D/D's inno-ation by ether school personnel in the target audience.

*Although in mid-1975, the Far West Laboratory fOr Educational
Research qui'Development was connected to the National Diffusion
Network Prgram in order to offer technical aseiptanc '
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Also, the relatively large number of innovations included in

the Program (73 funded;'about 120 that were validated), and the

wide variety,- implied an abandonment of the previous assumpt-on

in-the field of education that certain "standard" innovations

,(like team teaching, programmed instruction, teacher aides-

videotape cassettes, etc.) could each be promoted to all public

schools. Most of the 73 innovations, im f-ct, are appropriately

applicably. only to certain schools that have certain common

problefis.

in

The main focus on the bottom-up development of innovations,

e NDN approach is made workable by the role of the Joint

Dis mination Review Panel, which screens out inappropriate edu-

cational innovatio s from the diffusion network. Thus technical

expertise is still,/ brought to bear, at apoint/ where it can be

most useful (in.innoyation screening), even hough such R & D
)

expertise -plays'only a minor ).,)le in creati g the educational

innovations -(by the D/D's). In fact, the 120 validated practices

were selected out of about 300 submitted._

'The'chairman of the JDRP, a Deputy Commissioner of OE,
,

stated: "In the past it was enough to saj'a\program was effective
,

if someone visited it and came back saying, 'The parents love itf-

the lads love it; and I'saw it and it 'look"' good" (Neill, 1976).
0

, .

This official feels that school personnel are now demanding "hard"

evidence that an innovation can be advantageous if replicated in
a , 0

6 4 \

another site, that chang s in cognitive scores or in of itudes
0

.
,

claimed fdr-th'innovat on is not due to the HawIhorne iffect, or
.0)

4

to a'partictilar settin and a particular teacher. Further, JDRP

oi

-C:
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O 0 v

'requires that each otential D/D provide cost, data so that a

future adopter can know approximately what resources will be

necessary for materials, training, and additionalAtaff if the

innovation .is adopted.
0

2. When a D/D's innovation is validated, the D/D may be
0

provided with federal funds by USOE to provide training about the

innovation to potential adopters, to produce brochures and other
O

mass media messages pout the innovation, -and, generally, to04,

'become a demonstrator for the innovation (hence the title "de-
. .

veloper idemontratO'r"): Potential adopters can visit the DID to

observe the innovation in use and todiscuss it with D/D staff,

,who, as might be expected, often display a missionary enthusiasm

for their innoVatian. The D/D staff may even demonstrate the

innovation at the potential adopter's site, or at a third site.

3. . As Figure 3 shows, "facilitators" are provided to link

the D/D with "adopters." The facilitators are the equivalent of

the, county extension agent in. the agricultural extension model,

and of the educational. extension agent in USOE's education dis-

semination pilot project of the early 1970's. The facilitators

are federally funded through USOE grants to about 77 projects)

each with a staff of from one to ten facilitators who are re-,

sponsible for, linking the 73 D/D's with potential adopters in

all or part of a state.* These facilitator projects were mostly

. *The 77 facilitator projects were located in 36 tates by
the end of 1975; in the remaining 14 states, SEA's were provided
some federal funds under a separate ESEA authorization to carry
out certain of the facilitator activities.
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funded for _the one-year period to June, 1975 (with perhaps the

possibility of refunding on the basis of their demonstrated'
a

effectiveness). The responsibilities of the 'facilitators include

(1) assisting the D/D's in their area, (2) identifying adopters

that represent a range of local school conditions (such as rural,

suburban, and urban communities), for which one of the 73 vali-

dated practices are applicable, and (3) assisting such adopters

in their area in becoming aware:of the innovation, visiting the

D/D, receiving training about the innovation, adopting it, and

--diffusing it to other adopters.' The facilitator has a rather_

hopeless client ratio (for example; the facilitator project in

the state of Michigan serves about 117,000 public school teaching

personnel), but this ratio becomeimore realistic because (1) the

facilitator only works with the 73 funded innovations, and the 50

non-funded but validated inpovations, (2) among a modest number

of identified adopters, and (3) the facilitator is assisted by

the O/D's staffs in diffusion-activities.

4. Some adopters (Figure 3) sign an "adopedon agreement"

with their facilitator (about two-thirds do not), indicating their

intention to adopt the validated practice. Occasionally the

adopter is provided with funds from OE-through their facilitator

to offset travel costs for the adopter to travel to the D/D to

observe the innovation, to purchase release time in order to

receive training about the innovation, and/or to purchase mate-

rials required to adopt and implement the innovation.* As of

*Actually, the direct funding of the Adopters was discon-
--tinued in 1975, and some facilitators then provided limited
.financial assistance.
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September 1, 1975, there were an estimated 1,000 formal adoption

"agreements," and upwards of 2,000 "adopters."* Obviously, as

Figure 3 indicates, a secondary diffusion from the Adopters,.

schools is expected, a tertiary diffusion from the Adopters2, etc..

The exact extent of such Secondary and tertiary diffusion has not

yet -been determined, and it is still rather early for such further

diffusion to have occurred at the present writing. "Adopter

incentives" are provided only to the Adopters,., thus ensuring that

most -schools do not adopt the innovations unless they are per-

-ceived as appropriate to their own fait needs (Clark and Guba, 1974).

5. A considerable degree of re-invention and modification of

the D/D's innovations is encouraged on the part of the Adopters,.

as they fit the innovation to their actual school conditions. In

some cases, it has been noted that the Adopter may re-label the

D/D's innovation, even when its form has not been modified to any

considerable degree, suggesting that the Adopter
1
may be motivated

tc give the appearance of modification for psychological, egoistic,

or socio-political reasons.

6. The National Diffusion Network Program, as shown previously,

emphasizes training of the adopters about the innovation.and pro-

viding in-person, on-site assistance as important mechanisms of

diffusion. To this extent, there is a parallel to the early agri-

cultural extension work by- county agents.

*An "adopter" is defined as a local school that has learned
about an innovation (by seeing a demonstration, 'undergoing training,
etc.), implemented-it in the school system, and expressed,ah inteh-
tion to continue using the innovation for a reasonable period.
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7. The Program also ia nationwide in -scope (as is indicated

by its name, the National Diffusion Network Program), rather than

only being'a pilot projeCt of seven educational extension -agents

in three states, like its predecessor of the 1970's. And the-

funding of the NDN. is considerable, abolit $16 million during its

first two years of operation. Significantly, in-states with

facilitators, state educational agencies (SEA's) play a relatively

minor role in the National Diffusion Network Program. Some of

these SEA's may, by means of a 1975-initiated NIE program of

"state capacity-building" giants, become broadly involved in

othei dissemination activities.

8. The Program, as its name alsq indicatei (the National

Diffusion Network Program)-, emphasizes formation of, a communication

network among peers that links the D/D's and Adopters,. with_'

assistance from the facilitators. SuCh a network approach implies

hat the facilitator is at least partly freed from a major re-

sponsibility for expertise about the 73 innovations; the facilitator

is thus mainly in charge of building the network of peers, and

allowing it to'diffuse the educational innovations.

At present it is too early to draw any conclusions about the

relative success of the National Diffusion Network Program. An

OE contract was awarded in mid-1975 to the Stanford Research

Institute for evaluation of the Program, but the earliest results

will not be available until late in 1976.

In any event, the National Diffusion Network. Program repre-

sents an ingenious attempt by the OE to modify the agricultural

extension model to the particular organizational conditions of.
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U.S. education. The degree of modification of this model is much

greater than in the gducational extension agent program that pre-

ceeded the National` Diffusion Network Program.

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION IN DEVELOPING NATIONS

As we have noted, the apparent enormous success-of the U.S.

agricultural extension model stimuialed interest in the possibility

of applying this system to other problems of research utilization

.i other social contexts. If we could attribute a large parpt of

the fantastic increase in the productivity of North American

agriculture to new technology and the extension services which

diffused it to farmers, so the argument ran, why could we not do

the same in the developing countries of Latin Amer!.ca, Africa, and

Asia, where the pressures for food were increasing rapidly in the

post-World War II era? After all, food-growing is food-growing,

and the diffusion approach that had worked so well in the U.S.

should perform similar' miracles in_other cultural contexts. Or

so it seemed in 1950.

Diiring the 1950's and 1960.!a, the agricultural extension'

model was "exported" almost intact to many less developed countries.

"This transfer was primarily sponsored by the U.S. Agency for Inter-

national Development (AID), in cooperation with the North American

land -grant universities and their associated state extension

Services. The Kellogg Foundation, and to a lesser extent the Ford

and Rockefeller Foilndations,. were also involved. Efforts to

transfe'r the agricultural extension model usually centered in

ministries of agriculture in most nations, and consisted of

I01
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constructing a network of local extension agents and subject-

matter specialists under the ministry, or, at times, attached to

agriculturaluniversitles. A major difference apparent at the

start of such efforts was- that the source of most of the technical

knowledge to be diffused to local farmers was imported, largely.

from the U.S., rather than derived frOm local experimentation..

And much_ of this North-American -research-had been conducted-in

temperate climates, with a dubious applicability to the tropical.

and semi-tropical conditions most frequently-found in developing`

nations.

Nevertheless, the system parallels were extremely striking,

at least in the nature of the organizational arrangements adopted

.to carry out the extension effort. Large numbers of U.S. county

d5c.tension agents and state-level specialists were hirec, by AID in

the 1950's, and posted in Quito, Lagos, Rio, etc. where they
0

served as consultants to ministries of agriculture. In many cases,

AID contracted directly with a state land-grant university system

to establish a counterpart agricultural college and extension

service.in a developing nation Thus Michigan State UniVersity,

staff were in Colombia, Purdue University and the University of

Wisconsin in Brazil, Colorado State University in Nigeria,, Cornell

University in the Philippines, the University of Kentucky in

Indonesia, North Carolina State University in Peru, etc. In

some larger countries, several U..S. land-grant institutions were

assigned by AID to assist one or more contiguous states; this led

to a half-joking reference to these areas of the .host country by

the name of the U.S. university. Thus India in the early 1960's

10?
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was "divided" in -to "Ohio State," "Illinois," -,"Kansas State," etc.

-A certain degree of false possessiveriess was even involved in such

technical assistance arrangements; Ohio State University extension

personnel took pride in the Punjab State's more rapid agricultural

progresd than Andra Pradesh's, where-Kansas State University was

assisting an agricultural university /extension service set-up.

Generally, the U.S. persohnel sought to establish as exact a

replica as possible Of the North American agricultural extension

model, complete with local extension agents and central extension

training_ centers to produ.ca them, extension specialists, and

agricultural colleges: Protising individuals in the host country

were selected for graduate trainin it agridulture at Colutbus,

East Lansing, Ft. Collins, etc. AID and the foundations paid the

bill-Tor the- North American advi ors, and for the extension

services they were creating in Latin.America, Africa, and Asia.

The slavish copying of the U.S.-based agricultural.extensica,

model occured throughout developing countries, with few exceptions.

However, one such-deviation happened in Taiwan;,where Lionberger

and Chang (1970) found that the agricultural extension agents were

perceived as highly credible because they operated farms and would

not recommend an innovation to their clients until they had pre-

viously adCpted it on their own farms.* In the U.S., extension

agents were forbidden to operate a farm because of concern over a

*These agriculture extension agents in Taiwan possessed only
an elementary or high school education, and so they covld not de-,
pend on competence credibility, as could their university-educated
counterparts in the U.S. and other countries (Lionberger, 1974).
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possible conflict-of-interest. The Taiwan expetience, in fact,

suggests that the U.S. extension services may have been missing

an important basis for the safety credibility of- their change.

agents. Further, the different socio-cultural conditions of Taiwan

(and other developing countries) suggests that the agricultural

extension model should have been adapted, not adopted.

A number of differences in the extension situation of devel-,-

oping countries became apparent fairly rapidly. One'of the-most

important difficulties facing the extension systems in developing

countries was the sheer immensity of the job to be done. In 1960,

the U.S. had between three and four million farmers. India, by

contrast, had at least 100 million farmers living on the land.

The resources available for the extension` service effort in India

were, however, much more limited than in the U.S;* The result of

such huge differences in resources and task is that in developing.,

countries local extension workers were faced with hopelessly large

client ratios., In less di-veIopedcountfre-s---in g-eneri, there are

about 10,000 farmers for each local extension agent. In the

developed countries, the,ratio averages about 1:400 or 1:500, a

client:farmer level recommended -by the FAO as ideal (Rice, 1974,

p. 121). How can one extension worker hope to contact, let alone

*For example, the principal constituency of the extension
services in Latin America are smaller and medium-sized farmers, who
are unorganized and without political muscle. As a result, exten-
sion services are seriously underinanced; for example, the ministry
of- education in Costa Rica receives 23- percent of the central govern-
ment budget while the ministry of agriculture receives only 2 percent,
and only a small sh-are of this goes to agricultural. extension (Rice,
1974, p. 95).
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work intensively with, 10,000 clients? The answer is that he

cannot. And further, - extension services in delieloping nations ,

have been too poor to employ extension specialists (Rice, 1974,

p. 120). The response to this impossihle challenge led directly

to another major problem-
.

The improvement of agricultural prDdfiction by means of new
. -

technology in the developing countries exacerbated the inequalities

between the rich and poor farmers, and concentrated agricultural

wealth, power, and knowledge in fewer and lewrer hands. We:pre=

viously noted- the same general trend in the U.S.'; however, in

developing countries the gaps are wider both relatively and

absolutely, and the lack of adequate industrial opportunitieS to

absorb all the families whose marginal farms could not suppoirt

them caused this unequal concentration of income to be a greater

social problem. Further, the importation of U.S.-produced agri-.
4

cultural innovations, contributed to wi

1

ening the socio-economic

gaps between commercial farmers and.peasants in less developed

nations. For example, tractors and related farm equipment are

used today in the U.S. by'small farmers with 160 acre operations,

as well as by more elite farmers with 900 acres or more. The

large farmer in a developing country with,- say,,200 acres can

profitably adopt a tractor. But what u,e is such equipment to a

peasant with 2.5 acres, fragmented into 70 tiny plots that -are

not located contiguoUsly? A tractor cannot ever turn around in

such space. -Similarly, such "made in the U.S." innovations as

chemical fertilizers, hybrid corn, and insecticidestpesticides

were eagerly adopted by large farmers in developing nations, but
.



were beyond the means, and often simply unavailable, ta sub- --

sistence farmers.

A recent exaniple of the aroblemof growing .daps__ -is the so--

called "Green Revolution" in India, Pakistan, and numerous-;ather
.

countries. .The "Green ReValution ti refers to the sudden-,-- dramatic

increase in grain yields brought about by rhe adoption-afiimp_rove

crop varieties, chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and,mechanizarien---

(Rogers, 1972, pp. 78-82).

When the new "mlracle" wheat seeds from Mexico vere-introdee:01

in.India, Pakistan, and other nations, the limited supplies were
4__first channeled to large, pri ,,ressive farmers. Hence, the=speart-

--
tacular consequences of the Green Revolution weee_mostly reep.p&-b

already-rich agricultural elites. "The__explosive widening

regional income disparities is one of the most intractable_canf_7,_-_-___

sequences- of the, Green Revolution. It is the poorer class-in the
,,

backward regions who suffer the greatest inequity in economic

development (Lele and Mellor, 1972). .The social structure-
_

determined the innovation's consequences in yet another way._ T

landowners wanted the full benefits from increased yields,so_theit

squeezed tenants to become share-croppers and pressured them to

become landless workers. "Farm mechanization_is es-irreversible=`

as the Green Revolution which fa,:hered it" (Ladejinsky,J970);

the net-result in India was aa estimat me& 35 to 40 ilUan--lendless
e -

laborers who Must migrate in search of already-scarce non-ferm--

employment.

The Green Revolution'S unequal consequences created-_-wide.t

spread frustration among peasants in India, leading to-violence-in
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some areas. "According to the [Indian] Minfstry of Foreign

Affa rs, in the first'nine months of [1969], 346 incidents af'
. .

..

ible occupatiori'.of land (totalling 160,000 to 30,0o00 acres)

with many murdered and injured have taken place in West Bengal

alone" (Ladejinsky, 1970). The government of India was deeply
. t .

.
. ,

.

a.disturbe& by the lanland. seizuremovethent and was motivated' to,deal ...,.
.

-

.directly with one of. -its main causes, the unequaPonsequ'ences of0
0 .

the Green Revolution. ~ Infr ct, a'Small; Farmecghils.melopmeni'

11*.1
Agency was created. in 1970 0 aid peakants with credit and-tech-

nical advice. So a new.development agency was dt ', to deal

only with small farmers. Onem iht expect.it to reach especially

the richer f these poor fame s and there is some evidence.that .

this -in eed has ocCT-r)red'in.ladia.

T factors were directly associated with. the problem of
'

widening so'Cla-economic gaps,,ind botfi'can be tracedimmediately
A

'to the lopsided extension caselOads.°: With such heavy client

loadS the extension agents concentrated their ettOtion mostj

..heavily on the farmer.s who sought their help, rather than invest-.

irig thelr.scarce time in making initial contacts with potential

clients. FaAers who actively seek technical innovations are,

riche, more educated, and hence already more knowledgeable, and

Id iss time s required to convince them of'.-the desirability of ,

, adopting an innovation.

A setond, factor in developing nations was that the i..cal

'.'agent-s on theciront line--those'who dealt directly with farmers',

rather than agricultural specialists,or officials--!

tended to be sub-professionals;with one or-two years of technical
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'fi

agriculNLpetraining after secondary school, rather than

university-trained agriculturalists: Such sub-p ss onals

generally lacked complete.understanding of the innovations

(de'veloped for the most part for large-scale agricultural enter-
.

prises) and were unabloe to adapt them successfully to small,

holder operations. As a result, the extension agents tended to

work most closely with the clients who cchIld adopt their inno-

vation's with least difficulty--the large, elite farmersrather

than with the marginal farmers (whom the extension system was

originally developed to aid in most'cases).
. .

Another major problem was the degree to which the social

structure impeded individual adoption-decisions. One of the major
r.

assumptions of the U.S. agriculturel extension model, carried over

into the extension systems of developing countries, was tliat a

decision to adopt an innovation is primarily an individual action.

Extension agents overseas, parallelling-the U.S. experience, pre-
,

s'ented information about innovations to individual farmers. Un-

fortunately, in most instances the social structure of village

life intervened to prevent such individual decisions. In Latin

America, for example, large plantation owners eagerly adopted

innovations through individual rthoice, but smaller farmers often

,lacked the resources necessary to adopt technological innovations,

or were unable to obtain such essential input materials as seeds,

fertilizers, or chemicals - -or the credit necessary to purchase

them. This lack of coherence with the expectations of,the U.S. -

derived agricultural extension model occurred in African and Asian

nations as well--with only rare exceptions.
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A number of organizational problems also compounded the

difficulties of applying the extension model in developing

countries. In many cases, the extension responsibility was

, housed in the government ministry of agriculture, while the rural

development funds--the wherewithall which farmers might invest in

innovaelons--was the responsibility of the finance or economics,

ministries, or of a separate agricultural credit agency. For

instance, most developing countries have in addition to an agri-

cultural,extension service and an agricultural credit agency, an

agrarian reform agency, a rural colonization service,, a cooperative

develOpment service, a community development agency, and many

other government bureaus that engage in agricultural development

activities., all in an uncoordinated fashion. Often the agencies

actively compt:te for funding and clients' attention.*

Another difficulty facing the new extension services in

developing nations was the lack of client credibility in govern-

mental activity in cultures which associated government more with

punition than with assistance. Where ministries of agriculture

are simultaneously involved with the provision of technological

information, and with the regulation of farming activity, the

extension function is likely to be viewed with, suspicion at best.

This ambiguity of the government role was compounded in countries

whose post-colonial regimes inherited previous concerns with

*This problem helped give rise,to "integrated rural develop-
-

ment programs", which were launched in about 70 countries in- Latin
America, Africa. and As a in the 1970's. Such integrated approaches
are still dominated by agriculture, but often include some aspects
_of health and education (Rogers and Meyer, 1976).
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law-and order. For instance, in one developing country, local

extension workers are also responsible for tax collection from

farmers. This incompatible function makes it difficult for them

to also ; as friendly advisors to farmers.
....

While governments in, developing countries have generally

favored the modernization of their citizens' attitudes and be-

havior, and frequently mounted major mass media campaigns to .

promote such modernization, the ef ect has often been to raise

the level of expectations, without being able to meet these

expectations. Extension work sometimes has c. ntributed to this

problenf,- by assuming that,its efforts should center more on

promoting "modern" attitudes than on facilitating the adoption of

specific innovations. This error was a logical, if not correct,

response to the overwhelming task set for the extension agents.

The effect was often creation of a rising ftza of farmer dissatis-

faction, where no effective means of meeting the higher expecta-

tions could be realistically developed.

Still another difficulty in,many developing countries was

thelsocio-economic distance between local extension agents and

the farmers they tried to assist. in most of the less developed

countries, a farmer is fortunate to possess two to three years of

schooling and a'level of functional literacy. Even a sub-

professional extension aide with a secondary education' may seem

to be from another world. University graduates in agriculture

almost never came from farming backgrounds7-at best, they might be

the sons of rich landowners. Often they were urban elites. Their

background and style of life was vastly different from that of the
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peasants with whom they tried to work. This social distance set

up many probiems of interpersonal communication which impeded the

ability of the extension workers to reach the majority of their

clients.

We have identified in this section a number of shortcomings

in the transfer of the U.S. agricultural extension model to

developing countries. While the extension services led to some

significant rises in agricultural output, they also led to an in-

crease in the relative position of the well-to-do landowners at

the expense of peasants and thus exacerbated socio-economic ten-
O

sions. We have noted several reasons for this outcome:" A lack

of effective communication between local extension workers and

potential clients, partly caused by excessive client loads and

partly by gaps in social distance, inability of governments to

supply teghnology,and development resources in a coordinated

fashion; and the difficulties in adapting agricultural"technology

to de7eloping countries' needs in a specific and useful way.

None of these problems constitutgd a rejection of the agri-

cultural extension model per se, or suggest that it could not

be applicable outside the North American continent. But attempts

in recent yearsto export this model largely failed to adapt the

operations and expectat ons of the model sufficiently to loca"

social-structural and cultural conditions. A model which -

functions in a situation where people displaced from larms have

somewhere to go, where there are no major socio-cultural gaps

between the extension agents and their clients, where - is pos-

.-
sible for the average farmer to implement more or less\by/hi if 1
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many of the innovations which he learns from the extension agent,

and where he generally trusts the government system to provide

him with useful assistance rather than to police him--such a

model cannot be directly transferred to socio-cultural situations

where these background conditions do not operate. While the basic

idea of the agricultural extension model might be sound, a lack

of sensitivity to inconsistencies between the U.S. and third-

'world contexts made the application of the model in less developed

countries far less effective and satisfactory than it might have-

been.

The rise-and-fall of the agricultural extension model has

-

been most thoroughly analyzed in the case of Latin America by.

Rice (1974): Here, agricultutal,extension services were created '

with.U.S. assistance in almost every country: "Extension was the
. .

centerpiece of_U.S. rural development strategies in the 1950's in

Latin America" (Rice, 1974, p. 23). By 1958, the extension ser-
.

vices were on the wane throughout Latin America, and AID started

to phase out its technical and financial assistance to national

extension services in 1960. Latin American governments were not

convinced to adequately fund such extension programs, in part

because they had not led tomuch increase in agricultural pro-

ductivity (Rice, 1974, p. 64). In most Latin American nations

today (Colombia and Argentinarmaybe exceptions), the agricultural

extension model has been abandoned as the main strategy for rural

development. Instead, most nations are now embarking on an

alternative approach through integrated rural development pro-

grams, in which the agricultural extension service, along with

r
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agricultural credit, health, nutrition, family planning, and other

development agencies, are coordinated locally in village self7

development (Rogers and Meyer, 1976). similar enthusiasm for

-this new approach is found in Af-ican and Asian nations. It is-

-too early to conclude that integrated rural development will be

any more successful than the agricultural extension model that it

replaced. But importantly, the idea of integrated rural develop-
-

ment did not originate in the United :"tates*, nor are the U.S.

government and foundations especially active in promoting it., .

So appropriate adaptation in each country is more likely.

We conclude that the'agricultural extension model has not

been highly successful when transferred to agricultural applica-
,

tions in less developed countries. A basic reason, feel, was

a too-close copying of the agricultural extension model in ocio-

cultural contexts where considerable adaptation was necessary.

After reviewing agricultural extension services -in the U.S. and in

.

several developing netiors,'Axinn and Thorat (1972, p. 184)'

conclude: "The striking characteristic appears to lie the *imilar-

ities among agricultUral extension education sys,.ems rather than

the differences between them. That is, even in rural social

systems that differ greatly in terms of the kind of technologies-
.

employed,,,the levels of living, the degree el specialization in

various organizational configurations, and the nature of the

agriculture being practiced, there are great similarities in the

*The main models for integrated rural development are Comilla
in Bangladesh and Puebla in -Mexico.
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organizations thit carry out agricultural extension education."'

Too bad.

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION APPLICATIONS TO FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS*

The attempt to apply the agricultural extension model to the

diffusion of'family planning innovations began.in-the middle 1960's

primarily in those developing countries plagued with drastically

increasing population growth rates: India, Pakistan, Korea,

Taiwan. The extension model was followed in response to the per-
,

ceived failure of the previous "clinic" approach to provide

ofcontraceptive services to the target audience of married couples

of reproductive age. Introduction Of the extension model resulted

4n a short-liVed rapid success, followed by a tapering-oa in the

-rate of adoptionpf family planning ideas. -The case provides an

interesting illustration of the adaptation of the agricultural-:

extension model to the requirements of a-new area of activity--

And of the limits ag the model even with such adaptations.

Until the 1960's, family planning services in the developing

countries were provided almost without exception through medical

clinics patterned explicitly on Planned Parenthood operations in

the-West. The most common birth control technique Was the

diaphragm, which required medical expertise.at the time of adop-

tion. In general, y planning was seen as an extension -of

on-going programs in maternal and child,health (MCH) , and the

'*The present section is an adaptation of the central ideas in
Rogers (1973a).
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effort was Administratively centered in Sovernmert IICH clinics,

on the theory that mothers could bring children to the clinics

and receive-family planning services at the same time without

incurring public hostility or censure_

The response to this clinic approach was.. in most cases
. - _

disappointing Relatively-low- levels -of client .adoption were

achieved, narticillarly considering the relatively high costs in-
.

waved in the construction and maintenance of-clinics. -Moat

developing countries, with a general shortage_of public health

funds, could afford only a limited coverage of the country with

full-scale clinics, and thus substantial numbers'of potential

clients, particularly in villages where the,need for services was

gre'atest, were unreaChed, Moreover, provision of family planning'-

through the clinic-channel appeared relevant.only,to those indi-

viduals for whom maternal health was a primary motivating force_

for the, adoption of family planning. It did not tap, for example,_

the economic incentive to parents for limiting their family's size.

In the middle 1960's, tge passivity of 'the "clinic era" save

way to the activism of the "field era". In country after country,

an explicit diffusion approach founded philosophically, if not-

operationally, on the agricultural extension model, began to be

jmplemented.- The field approach involved activities mainly out-

= side the-clinic. While clinics were still maintained*foi a

"variety of medical purposes, a system of family planning "field

worker motivators
?

, patterned after local agricultural

N
extension workers, were established to spread knOwledge of family

planning innovat ons, to discuss their adoption with potential



a

clients, and to direct the clients to clinic services. This

. viewpoint considered the value of the innovations being promoted

as self - evident, and held that the-major barrier was the lack of

knowledge on, the part of potential adopters--a barrier which

could be overcome with enough local change-agentry.

Originally, the field worker was expected to be a sort of.

"miniature clinic", projected into the client's home, not onAy

,spreading information but often dispensing family planning

supplies as well. The development of such contraceptive technol-

ogies as the pill and the In,:logether with a new view of the

role of such tale-centered methods as the condom and vasectomy,

made this medical-extension approach feasible. However, inade-

quate numbers of trained-personnel were swiftly encountered in

most areas. As with his counterpart in the agricultural extension

model, it was assumed.at first that the field 'worker should be

technically competent, preferrably a university graduate. Even,

with, simplified-contraceptive technologies, a certain level of

professional training was needed, but pressures to expand_the

national family planning programs beyond the limits of rapid

,training forced a reevaluation of these expectations.

The respoilse,in most cases was to shift to a system of para-

professional aides to supplement the trained medical personnel of

the clinics. These aides were usually individuals from the local

community,- perhaps themselves early adopters of family planning

whoscould presumably communicate with other villagers more

effectively than could city-trained physicians or nurses. In

India, for example, considerable use was made of male canvassers
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who themselves had had vasectomies--presumably to illustrate that

the operation was neither fatal nor debilitating.

The use of'aides was usually supplemented by a series of,

other methods of "bringing family planning out of the clinics to

the people". On the theory that the convenience of services might

be a barrier to their utilization,-a- number of-countries,

ularl India,-invested in mobile clinics, setting them up in

places where people already congregated such as rai.Lway stations

or temporarily in remote villages. Extensive mass media campaigns

for family planning were also conducted, although their effective-,

,mess may have been less than was originally anticipated. In

addition, several national family, planning programs began paying

cash incentives, for adoption of 'certain methods, particularly.

sterilization.

By the early 1970's, some second thoughts,about the effective-

ness of the field era began to emerge. 'Programs began. to taper

off in the ratckof addption, despite the fact that Surveys showed

very high levels of knowledge (often 70 per cent.or more) about

.family planning among the target. opulation. While the field-

oriented programs were generally not abandoned, there was a shift

of interest from this approaCh to various anti-natalistici govern_

ment poliCies, such-as the liberatiOn of women, postponement of

marriage, tax incentives for-smaller families, and the like.

Thus, while diffusion and extension techniques remain important in

family Planning programs, they are today usually seen'as only, one

part of aepre complete social development program providing

beyond-family-planning motivation for smaller families, rather
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than as a self-sufficient solution to the problem of over-
/

population.

A-number of crucial differences exist between the bases of

the agricultural extensionimodel and the situation confronting

national family-planning programs, which called for modifcAions

in the agricultural approach. One problem, which we noted pre-

viously in other attempts to apply the agricultural extension .

model, is that th4 adoption of family planning innovations was

seldom an individilal decision. At the least a couple is involved,

and not infrequently, particularly in developing countries, wider

6bimunity sanction must occur. Thus an element of system 4n-

volvement'had to be introduced in the family planning extension

efforts which wds not so necessary In the U.S. agricultural, contextot.

A-further and related problem is the taboo nature of family --
.

planning discussion--an element certainly not present in the

agricultural context. In order to deal with this problem of taboo

communication, family planning programs necessarily become closely

involved with the socio-linguistic aspects of the words and ter-

minology they used--even, in some situations, being forced to

invent new words to circumvent the negative connotations at-'

tached to terms such as "condom". To a-large degree, the-use of

local aides represented an attempt to overcome some of these

*In the People's Republic of China, where the U.S.-originated.
agricultural extension model was unknown, or-at least not followed
by the :family planning program, collective etision-making about_
the number of children born and the adoption of contraceptives is
facilitated by the "group planning of births" (Chen with Miller,
1975).
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communication gaps, as well as to stretch the available pro-

fessional personnel further, and at a more affordable cost.

Another major difference from the agticultural model is

that family planning programs sought not so much- to secure adop-

tion of specific innovations, as to Secure acceptance of a general

approaCh (family planning), which might entail the adoption of

any of a number of specific contraceptive techniques,* Seldom

could unambiguous benefits be attached to any particular method.

Each innovation has its advantages and drawbacks, and may be

appropriate only to particular couples and certain conditions.

In the context of agricultural extension in the developing

countries, we spoke of the distinction-between creating a general

climate of modernization, and the promotion of specific agricul-

tural innovations. Somewhat the same distinction may be observed
,

in the family planning case; the difference, however, is that

here the emphasis is more effectively placed on the acceptance of

the principle or the concept, than on- the acceptance of the

hardware itself.

Family pldnning extension programs also encountered the same -

_problem noted as crucial in the agriculture effort in developing

countries: The gap in social distance between the change agehts-

and theit potential clients. The more technically competent the

change agent, the larger this gap. In the agriculture case, we

noted thP,t'the minimum level of technical Competence thought to

*This is the so-called "cafeteria approach" in which a client'
is 'encouraged to adopt any one of a'number of different family
planning methods.



be appropriate, seemel to be too great to overcome the inter-

personal communication problem easily.' In the-_family planning
4 , 6

case, the use of aides proved more. practical in diffusing inno-

vatiOns. This great reliance on aides frequently necessitated

that clients pass sequentially through 'two levels--aide and

clinicto secure contraceptive services.'

The history of the application of the agricultural extension

model to national family4planning programsespecially in Asia,

consists of a series of trade-offs between the expectations of

the model, the requirements of the situation,,ansf the relative
.

Costs and beef -its of reco,iiling the two. The use of-peer-

aides helped-overcoiethe problems o.f taboo communication, but

at a cost in the efficiency of services. The payment o'f cash

incentives helped increase the adoption rate, but at a cost in
re

the "quality" of the adoption,decision and consequent back
. ,

. -,,, 4,sliding and-discontinuance of family planning. The us0of mass
k. ,...

mediacampaigns increased the number of potential client4,, pith-
1-

a basic level of information;` but at a cost of dimInishing

returns.

The adaptation of the agricultural extension model to the

family planning context has probably been mor'ea successful than

its application either (1) to the case of agricultural develop-

ment in developing countries, or (2) to the research utilization

problems of certain federal agencies in the U.S. It succeeded

-not-becauSe_it_is inherently any more applicelle, or because

its assumptions are more completely fulfilled.--The main reason

-appears to lie in the fact that for. the most part appropriate



adjustments were made in the model, and these modifications

(aides, incentives, tc.) were effectively implemented. Even

so, in recent years it appears that,national family planning

pro-grams in developing nations. may be reaching a point of ce-

alining effectiveness.*'

The response of the U.S. extension services at a similar
0

point was to reach for new types of services and new clienteles.

It remains to'be seen4'what adjustments will emerge for family

planning efforts over the Long run, but certainly the beyond-

family-planning strategies for lower fertility are receiving major

attention today, The general irslication:is that the agricultural

extension model ma have 'aid inade ilate attention ft foviding

motivation for adoption of research-based innovations.

Q

O

.

*For instance; only in the five relatively small. countries of
Taillzan, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Mauritius, and perhaps
:in-the massive case of China, have national family planning pro-,
grams been able to achieve a measurable deCIine in age-specific
fertility rates o dote, although national programs now underway
in many of the 44 other developing countries may not have been in
operation long enough to snow demonstrable results.



APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL TO THE DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY

AMONG PRIVATE MANUFACTURING FIRMS

The idea of applying the agricultural extension model to the

diffusion of knowledge in areas other than'agricultare is not new.

It is sometimes forgotten that the original Morrill Act of 1862

provided for colleges "of agriculture and the mechanic-arts".

Knowledge in science and engineering has been a major preoccupa-

tion of the land-grant college complex, as we noted in the first

section of this paper. Unlike agriculture, however, industrial

technology has never become the primary focus of an extension

effort by the land-grant colleges for.a variety of reasons. Until

recent years, little Federal "funding was provided directly for

research and development in industrial technology; such research

remained mainly the preserve of private business itself. Since

the Second World War, however, the vastly increasing investment

of the Federal government in technology for defense, space, and

othe'r purposes has spurred the same'sorta of questions about

utilization in these sectors which-we have noted in education and

rehabilitation: The problem is somewhat different, of course, in
t

that the Federally-sponsored technical research has at least a

primary application in its initial area, and the "extension"

effort sought largely secondary or spinoff tirilization. However,

there remains a definite sense that Federal- technological re-

search, like the research areas in agriculture, education, etc.

that we have discussed, does not find as general a market as it

should.
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In this section we discuss two major attempts to create

versions of the extension model to diffuse Federally- sponsored

technical research to Frivdte businesses: (1) the Commerce

"Department's 04fsice of State Technical Services (OSTS), and

(2) the National Aeronautics and Space Administratiod's (NASA's)

Trlhnology Utilization Program. Neither of these operations can

be-termed wholly successful; OSTS in fact has been disbanded,

We believe that these two case histories suggest that industry-

oriented Federal technology-- transfer programs face some special

difficulties when they attempt to move beyond basic information

dissemination. There is no industrial counterpart to the inte-

grated research, development, and technology-transfer system

which constituted the agricultural extension model. The problems

_faced by agencies trying to implement parts of this system in the

industrial 'area illuminate some additional problems of "extending

Office of State Technical Services

The Office of State Technical Services represented a fairly

.direct effort to apply the agricultural extension system to prob-

lems of industrial development and operation. Originally con-

ceived in 1962, it began as the "Civil Industrial,Technology

Program" within the U.S. Department of Commerce. The original aim

was to stimulate research in lagging industries such as textiles,

machine tools, and building. CITP was designed o make grants

directly to manufacturing companies for research and development.

It was funded only for fiscal year 1963 at about $1.6 million.

Considerable opposition developed almost immediately to the
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allocation of Federal funds for research in the private sectcr,

in competition with private dollars. The program did succeed in

--establishing an "information center" to pool information in the

textile industry, and it developed a variety of information-

sharing ideas which later found their way into OSTS practice:

But the generally negative reaction of the Congress doomed this

first attempt.
a

Frustrated in their attempt to create a direct Federal pro-

gram of industrial research and development, U.S. Department of

Commerce officials turned their attention to increasing industrial
-

r

productivity through improved utilizatiOn of existing technology.

Underlying this approach was an aasumptiOn-remarkably similar to

that of agricultural extension- -that there'were,sectors of the

economy which were relatively poor in the advanced technology

pioneered in organiied research, and which could benefit from ex-

posure to this knowledge. To counter potential criticism, OSTS

was conceived as a state-based program, operated primarily out

the land-grant colleges. with state funds.matching-the Federal

dollars and state agencies establishing program priorities.

The idea of OSTS affected many different, groups, and most of

them became involved in' the process of creating and implementing

the legislation. The Association of Land-Grant Colleges,, the in-

dustrial development aeencies in the states, a number of Federal

agencies (USDA, Economic Development Administration, Small Busi-

ness Administration, etc.), a variety of business, professional,

and engineering organizations--all participated directly in shap-

ing the program (Schon, 1972). A determined effort was made to
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stay away frOm any activities resembling basic product develop-

men'e or technological innovation, in order to avoid the industry

criticism which had destroyed CITP. OSTS leaned heavily toward

teaching, technical assistance, and information dissemination.

Many of its original activities were based on existing prototype

programs in operation in about 14 states. These programs empha-

sized consultance, trouble- shooting, and short training courses,

and their clients tended to be small firms in relatively non-

industrial areas. OSTS had a three-year legislative authorization,

but its appropriations were far below authorized levels., About

$10 million was spent through OSTS in the 3 1/2 years of its oper-

atlon.

In early 1970, a series of Congressional hearings investigated

the technology-transfer activities of the U.S. Department of Com-

merce. OSTS had been eliminated in a Departmental reorganization

in January, 1970,'so the hearings assumed the dimensions of a post-

mOrtem. A major point raised in the hearing's was that the limita-

tion of OSTS to information-dissemination functions had severely

crippled the extent to which it could really help.its clients.

The program had never been able to cope adequately with the neces-

sity for adaptive research--the process of adapting a technique

or practice to a particular local situation. Frequent comparisons

were drawn with the agricultural extension program, particularly

with the size of its extension component relative to the total

government research bUdget in agriculture. OSTS certainly never

represented more than a "bargain-basement" approach to technology.-

transfer. It had enough resources for only a few demonstration
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projects, and was thus bound to disappoint those who believed

strongly in this function. Certainly OSTS never succeeded in

building the kind of clientele network which sustains-the agri-

cultural extension system. It may have been unreasonable to ex-
,

pect this small program to create overnight a system comparable to

one which had been buildingfor 50 years-- particularly when

OSTS's major clients, were the smallest and weake'st members of the

industrial community. As we noted, a major part of agricultural

extension's- popularity stems from its services to the larger, tncre

influential farmers.

>

At any rate, OSTS represents another disappointment in the

application of the agricultural extension model to non-agricultural

areas.*

The NASA Technology Utilization Program

The Technology Utilization Program (TUP) operated by NASA has

been a more successful version of the agricultural extension model,

if survival is taken as a measure of success.** It is philosophi-

cally`closer to the U.S. Office of Education approach than to the.,

agricultural extension service per se, in that it represents an

attempt to utilize research Spinoffs rather than baiic research

itself. In the original National Aeronautics and Space Act

AIn spite of the discontinuation of the federal OSTS program,
many states continued to supeort industrial extension efforts out
of their own budgets.

**Of:size. TUP in its heyday was the largest research utili-
zation effort of the Federal government, after the Cooperative
Extension Service (Doctors, 1971, R. 0.
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of 1.958, a provision was made for the transfef to the private

sector of technology generated by NASA research conducted by its

'field laboratories and R&D contractors. The core of the transfer

program was created in early 1961. It 'employed six "Regional

Dissemination Centers"at major universities in various parts of

the country to screen technical developments for possible appli-

cations, prepare "technical briefs" and other reports, and "assist`

potential users with problem formulation and information search. *.

There are "specialty teams" in certain areas of high public

interest -- biomedical technology and environmental studies--which

provide special channels for these applications (Figure,4).

TUP'began as a rather standard= governmental service, funded

by NASA. However, in 19-66 its basis was changed so that there-

after,it was to be supported primarily by "aubscriptions"-(that

is, charges for service). Even so, it has notappeared to be

wholly self - sustaining. In the first ten years of its 'operation,

it cost NASA about $9.5 million. In its peak yelr of 1972, TUP

served about 3,100 clients, and generated nearly $900 000,in_ser--

vice charges. There has been no systematic assessment of the

ecomonic costs or benefits of TUP; some compilations have been made

4 testimonials from satisfied industrial sers.. For example, it

is reported that the Ford Motor Company saves about $12 million

per year with-a NASA-developed computer program for stress anal-:

ysis in structural engineering. With the -recent decline in NASA

*The Regional Dissemination Centers were modeled by NASA
after the agricultural extension model (Doctors, 1971, p. 7). .
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activities, its technology transfer program has been reduced

-practically to invisibikity.

_ Like OSTS, TUP has not been directly involved in adaptive

research by funding such activities itself. Its greater'degree of

success .(and longer life) can Probably be_a_t_trIbuted-partially to
.4.1 -

the greater market-1-151---its products among:imfluential high--

technology clients, and partly to its location in the midst of an

ongoing research program rather than on the sidelines "picking up.

the pieces". 'Over:all TUP has diffused little technological inno-

vation to its clients (Doctors, 1971, p..40).

TUB cannot:be 'described as a direct copy of the agricultural

extension model, but rather an adaptation of the basic idea to a .

particular time and research setting. Being more closely linked

to its research setting than OSTS, 9.it4as able to sustain its_

emphasis as long as the research program itself lasted (a research

_____timust-that began to -lose muCh----61 its funding after 1959 when

NASA accomplished its main goal' of putting man.on_the moon). By

virtue'of this particular adaptation, however, it is less likely

to-form a replicable model for future efforts at technology-ransfer.

Some General Observations on Extension

in Private Business .

These two cases--and a number of others not reviewed in detail

here, including the experiments being conducted by the National

Science Foundation through its R&D incentives program now under
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way, and the ambitious attempt-by Public Technology Inc.* to apply

technical solutions to major-urban problems- suggest that there

-someeome important elements in the indoettlal-versIon of tech-

nologytransfer which differ from those in agriCulture. Wehave

already noted some of the differences in the nature of research
-;

itself, and In the value structure applied to it: Agricultural_i

research has almost' always been seen asi a valid-governmentarac-
.

tivity, while industrial research is seen as the preserve of the

private sector.. This element. of "competition" between the private

and public sectors has characterized the industrial'applicztions -

, of the agricultural, extension concept, but has been almost wholly

avoided in the agricultural context. Industrial extension has

never, been__able to construct a public philosophy within which all _

extension activities are seen as valued. and necessary. It has thus

always been more subject to challenge than agricultural extension,

The task of !.ndustrial extension_is mad-iinherentl more'dlf-

ficuit than that of agricultural extension by the greater necessity

for adaptation of the technology to specific local settings. Some

adaptation-must be made with agritultural innovations, but basically

seed corn on one farm behaves. much like seed corn on other farms

(at least wlihin the Same 'climatic area)`. Industrial technology,

by contrast,. requires a grea deal of adaptation. A key point of

leverage in technologytransferis probably the presence of an

*This PTI approach began in 1974', when 27 "technology agents'
were placed in as many U.S. cities to link technology to urban rprob--
leme: The PTI program is funded by the\4ational Science Foundation-'
ae $4.2 million, with matching funding b?'-the 27 cities, for three
years.
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adaptive-reseArch capability within, or easily accessible to, the

firms which are targets'of the effort. Firms without access to

such capability for adaptive research will probably be the least

responsive to an information -based teanology transfer operation--
.

even as they maybe the ones most in'need of the outputs-.: Indus-

trial adoptorsslay be more receptive to hardware than to informa --

tion about hardware, if we wish to accept the lessons learned'

from the relative success of the TUP and OSTS programs. Moreover,

the effectiveness of the transfer process probably decreases as

it extends its efforts over a broader spectrum of technology and

o potential users. Greater concentration on a smaller range of

activities probably' makes iteasier to deal with spec,ifics rather

than generalities, and thus increases thFt chances for effective

communication and research utilization:

Thus there is no direct parallel between the agricultural

extensIan-madel and Federa1'-technology-transfer'activities to

industry. There are important differences hoth in the nature of

the problem and in the mechanisms which must be adopted to deal

with the
i
problems. In gezie'ral,-,inclustryalicre_ati--

cultural extension model 'have been disappointing. They succeed,

as TUP shows us, to the degree that they are rooted in a specific .

context rather than in a feneral concept like the extension model.

Again, the importance of the context within which the model oper

ateS' is highlighted for us.
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. ,

GENERAL,CONCLUSIONS,ABOUT DIFFUSION FROM THE

--AGRICULTURAL .EXTENSION MODEL
40

ConclUsions
4

The general patterns of extension system development in -the_

agricultural case and, the relative successes and failures evi-

denced in the other cases described here-in suggest some broad'

guidelines for public policy and,,program .management. Probably,

the most impressive insights which emerge.frOm the presentanal-

yais are the impressions of the great scope and complexity of

the agricultural extension system togethetwith its gradual,

organic pattern of development spanning over 100 -years of 14}

history. Comparatively speaking, extension efforts in education,

social and rehabilitation services, and industry appear woefully,

under-funded and to have been treated like Unwanted children of

over-expectant parents. The experiences of developing countries

further impress us with our lack of understanding of the reasons

for cultural assimilation or rejection of the elements of the_ ag-

ricultural extension model, even in cases where the concepts are

. being applied to agricultural problems.

Several points stand First, the county agent was a

product of commercialized agriculture, not subsistence agricul-

ture. He was jointly funded by railroad interests and organized

farmers or their elected representatives who were interested in

raising successful commercial crops and in moving. them to, market.

Subsistence (pre-commercial) farming environments in-developing

countries have not embraced the county agent concept, a fact which

suggests that the successful introduction/of the,extension'system
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A

.-
.elements must be carefully timed wf ath respect to the verall.,

.,- i-

. economic development of the host country (or organization).-

Second, attempts to introduce one or-two eleme.sts_of. 06-
4-

agricultural extension modelto non - agricultural settings can be

viewed as interventionist acts which should not be undertaken '

without adequate appreciation of the difficulties of social in-..
t

terpretation. Time and resources required to permit these new

functions to proite their utility and to become assimilated into

.the culture of the host-system may be easily mndeteaimated., We
. .-.

have seen that agricultural extension evolved and developed -its
4 -

-elaborate role 'Structure and functions over a .lorig period -of

time.. Extension specialists emerged because of the increasing._

complexity and specialization within agricultural research, a

situation to which county agents could not respond without-di-

minishing their direct contacts with farmers, and thus reducing

their.effectiveness. Extension specialists thus emerged to fill

this recognizable need, a need which was backed up.by powerful

supporters of the agricultural extension Stem-wwhb could deliver

'-the votes and the resources to make this adaptation possible.

These observations, together with the known failure of medestly-,,

funded efforts to transplant specific elements of the agricultura1,4
,,

extension model into other sectors, suggest that an extension s's-

11tem approach, rather than a "county agent" approach; needs to- be

1taken, and that a first consideration in defining the elements .1

required for successful implementation is the identification of a

relatively homogeneous client-group which can be contacted direct-

ly by technically competent and trustworthy agents on a systematic
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basis. When ratios of clients to extension agents substantially

exceed 500 to 1, effectiveness and client acceptance appear to ,

Thus, broadly conceived, the agricultural extension system

.-is an integrated, applied R&D and technology delivery system.

Given its reputation for success, it 'is not, surprising that Fed-

eral agencies have tried to copy the system in*order to Aprove

*

upon their own research utilization programs. The Preiblems,en-
.-

._ -----i, _--
couritared by the agricultural extension system and its imitators --

, . .

.

hold lessons, and raise questions, for policy-makers óncerned

with these functions. Some of these emerging lessons are shdwn

in Table 2. )'

Implications for Action

We draw the following conclusions on the basis of our anal-

ysis (1) of the agricultural extension services in tae United

States, and (2) of the five federal programs in the U.S., and the

two programs in,less developed natious:

1. You cannot utilize research effectivelrunless you know

what you want to utilize iCto do. The goals of the agricultural

extension services were fairly direct and unambiguous--to produce

more food and to raise farm incomes (although differ-ant priori-

ties may be assigned to these goals). In education and in reha-

bilitation, the goal situation is much more doiplicated. There

are often multiple, conflicting gals--not only between Tarts of

(he organization, but within the potential adopting unit as well.

So the identification or is often a partiCularly frustrating-

,process. Unless there is some consensus about what outcomes are

a



Table 2. 'Main Elements of the Agricultural Extension System
Compared to those of Its "Extensions".

Maid'` Elements in Cooperative -Research Educational National AgriculturaltherAgricultural Extension Utiliza- Extension Diffusion Extension inExtension Model- Service tion in Efforts Network
(U.S.D.A.) Vocational (DE) (0E)

,Developing
Nations

Rehabili-
tation
(SRS)

critical
mass of new

%technology

A research

sub-system
or.leuted to

utilization

3. A high de-
gree of user
/Control over
the research
utilization
system-

4. Structural
linkages
among the
research
utilization
system's
components

Technology
with a clear
payoff, and
understand-
able connec-
tions mith

practi

Yes, .due to

reward sys-
tem for

researchers

yes, through
county plan- .

ning councils

Yes

Technology
oriented to
new servi-
ces

Technology
developed
from
theory

Technology
:eveloped
from
practice

Technology
with payoff,
but expen-
sive and in-
accessible

No No Yes, as- Somewhat
R&D is,
conducted
by D/D's

No'

No

a

No

"T.

'Yes, with
help of
ERIC

Yes, as
R&D is

'conducted
by Dip's

Yes, be-,
tween
D/D's and
adopting
schools

No

Family 'Technology
Planning Utilization
in Bevel- Program
oping (NASA)
Nations

OSTS:,
(U.S. Delioirt

ment of
Coumerce)

Yes, but
-contra-

ceptive
technology
not very
perfect

Somewhat

No, exten-
sion service
relatively
unconnected
with researchers

No

4,

Yes, as a
spin-toff

from space
research

Yes, as part
of NASA's
charter

No

No

Not a
defined mass
of

technology.

No

- No
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able 2. Continued

461.

Main Elements in,
,

the Agricultural-
Cooperative
Extension

Research
Utiliza-

Educational
Extension-

National
Diffusion

Agricultural
Extension in

Family
Planning

TechnOlogy
Utilization

OSTS
(M. Depart-EXtenSion Model Service tion in Efforts Network Developing in Devel- Program ment of(U.S.D.A.) Nocatiorial

4Rehabill-
tation

(OE) (OE) Nations oping
Nations

(NASA) Coinmerce),

(SRS)

5. khigh de- Yes,lagent: 'No Yes, in a A reason- No, hopeless Usually No Nogree of.

client con-
tact by the
linking sub=
system_

client ra-
tio of
,1:500

pilot
project

able cli-
ent ratio .

client ratios

6. A "spannable"

social dis-
:tance across
,each interface_
between com-
ponents in the
System

. Evolution as
a complete
system

8. A high, de-

gree of con-
trol by the
system over
its envi-
ronment

Yes

Yes

Yes, e.g.,
through
the AFBF

Yes

No. SRS
already
existed

No

Yes

No

Yes, as
both
D/D's
and

adopters
are
peers .

No

No

No, wide so-
ial distance
of'agents
f'om farmers

No

No

Yes, from
field work-
ers to cli-
ehts, but
not from
field work-
ers to higher
officials

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

-No
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desirable, it is not likely that the search for methods of reaching

such outcomes will be very efficient. Research, must be utilized to

reach a specific goal that is agreed upon by the-extension system

and by its clients.

2. Society generally believes in research, and is willing,

within limits, to support it'. To a substantial degree, the.justi-,-

fication for research (particularly government-sponsored research)

is not to obtain scientific results, but to gain benefits from

the process of having it conducted. Research serves as a potent.

political symbol (Edelman, 1964), substituting for concrete

action in settings where such action might have undesirable,con-
to,

sequences or where actions-cannot he agreed on by the political

structure. Thus utilization becomes in a sense an unintended by-

product, and often one of fairly low priority'. The di1ff c ty of

specifying operational problems in research terms because of Ole

lack of research training and on the part ofjoperati

officials, and because of the intractability of the multiple4-
1

goals probiem, reinforces this lack of interest in the conseences

of research beyond its conduct. Thus there are substantial ynamr

ics working in many federal agencies to maintain the present re-

/lationships of research and operations, and to avoid direcitly

facing the problem of research utilization.
-/
,
/

An extension-service-utilization model may represent an ad-
/

mission that research was conducted'Without much prior view 4i to

who might use the-outputs, and hence some possible embarrassment

may be involved. Thus the differences between why private firms

, usually (although not necessarily) conduct research (to answer
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questions), and why governments conduct research (to be seen to

engage a,problem), may explain fundamental differences in their

attention to research utilization.

3. The.a ricultural extension, service's begin with users'
/-needs and problemeisalthesyALemaperates tc find Useful infor-

mation to meet these needs, while the SRS and OE illustrate an

opposite approach of conducting research largely in answer to

researchers' needs, and then attempting tb find some use for the-
; .

results. Naturally, the research topics usually do not match up

. with users' needs. An effective-research utilization system

must begin with users' needs.

4. The SRS, OE, OSTS, and ZUP attempts at extension consisted

mains of r licatin the state -level s ecialist in the a ricultural

extension model, rather than also copying the county extension

agent, The S'RS RUS and the OE educational extension agent actu-

ally worked mainly with professional staff as their clients fin'

change, not with rehabilitate-s and school children, respectively.

5. The Social and Rehabilitation Service, the U.S. Office of

Education, the U.S; Department of Commerne, and NASA did not grasp

the full Scope'of the agricultural extension models as they per-

ceived'it as only an innovation-diffusion system rather than a
. .

. .

complete research utilization system. In other words these federal

agencies ignored the fact/that the extension services are only one

component in the land grant university/agricultUral experiment .

station/extension service complex.

6. The main difference Letween the agricultural extension

model and the social-service and industrial ro rams that followed
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the model are not that potential adopters are nested-in organ-.

izational settings, but that the nature of the 'innovations to be

adopted implies that an individual cannot adopt without carrying

the rest of the organization along with him. This is somewhat

true in the education case, especially so in the rehabilitation

andindustrial cases and partly characteristic of family planning.

The choice of the cases that we analyzed here .in -Was'based

in part cn our -interest in evaluating the extensions of the exten-

sion model (1) cross-culturally, outside of the and (2) from

individual to organizational units of decision7making.

Unit of Innovation Decision-Making
National
Setting

U.S.

Developing
Countries'

Individual

Agricultural_ -. (1)
Extension Model --1-110! -

-(2)

(1) Agricultural
EXtension

(2) Family Planning

(4)
(3)

Organization

Social and*Reha
bilitation SerVice
U.S. Office ()E.'
dUcation
OSTS
,NASA's TUP

Of these case analyses, ,we judge-that the relative degree

of-'success of the agrIcultural extension mOZel when applied 'to the"

new situation was probably greatest for family planning, sumewhat,

lesi for the U.S. Office of Education's educational extension

agent program, and least for SRS, OSTS, and NASA's TUP in the U.S.,

and for agricultural'ext-nsion in developing nations. -Why?

7. The relative success of'these extensions-of the agricul-

tural extension model is due to more extensive modificatiow of the

-model to fit-its new application.
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The agricultural extension model depends on a particular

combination of elements: Type of technology-, incentives, close

social distance of agents to clients, administrative relation-

ships, etc. In any given situation, some of these elements,are

manipulable, and some are not. The process of applying the

model effectively relies on having the non-mani,Pulabe factors

close to the demands of the model, and of arranging the manipd-'

lable factors into that pattern. If either of these demands_can

not be" met,- the model will fail short'of expectations. Thus the

non-manipulable elements form a limit to_the applicability of

the agrAcultural extension model, and the manipulable elements

form a ceiling, composed of the skill and will of the implementers.

implications fOr Future Research

The present report represents only somefirst steps in inves-1.-

tigating the relationships between the agricultural extension

model and a variety of subsequent information-diffusion activities.

The comparative systems-analysis approach used in this report pro-,

vides a convenient approach for the type of hypothesis-generation..

we have here sought.

Many fruitful angles of approach to this prob'em of .diffusion,

remain to be explored. For example, a detailed econometric anal-

ysis might be undertaken in order to determine with greater Pre-

cision just how much of the- change in U.S. agricultural produc-

tivity may properly be attributed to the efforts of the Cooperative

Extension Service. Recent work in the use of time-series analysis
'5;1.

in causal modelling might be useful. We have in-this,repot only
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been able to suggest some of-the factors which might go into such

an analysis, and note general patterns of change among such factors':_:

Comparative analyses might be maxi-43 of other extensions and-
...a

variations of the agricultural extension model: Government tech-

nology transfer to private industrial firms in developing countries

(like COLCIENCIAS in Colombia, SIET in India, technology develop-

ment institutes inIndonesia and in Korea), and in developed na-

tions (as in CUM) in Australia); the promotion of specific 'bundles

of educational innovations like modern math and.PSSC1hysiCs in the

U.S., and other similar activities elseWhere.

. Certain combo problems in extending the. agricultural,exten-

sion model are appaent in our present essay, and certainly- warrant
. :

more intensive exploration-of their dimensions and effects:

Client-change agent social distance and the problems in inter-1.

personal communication that usually accompany it;_the growing

socio-economic 'gaps within a client audience caused by technnlog-

ical diffusion; and inadequate client ratios for change agents in

the face of limited resources for-linking activities. Theie

recurrent problems deserve particular research attention in:an
A

effort to find practical solutions, unfortunaiely greater attention

than we could devot4 in the present report.

The general research issue underlying our present work is how .

research can be'utilized in ways that benefit society. We hope

that at least some insight has emerged from our present analysis.

We hope that our outline of the critical elements of the agticul- -

ural extension model itself will ek.imulateboth scholars and

administrators to analyze more carefully just which elements of

<3
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-

their own programs do and do not relate to the agricultural

extension experience, and thus clarify how and why these elements

interact as they do, Only out of a body of proven experience

such'as we have described here-in will"we learn what aspects of

research utilization really do and do not work.

And the-next-time that some bright young .fellow at a cocktail-
.

party proclaims that your agency's difficulties with insufficient.

research utilization can be solved by simply copying the agricul-

tural extension service....
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Chart IE. Total -U.S. Farm Operations by Type 1920-1970.
Source: Census of Agriculture.
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